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For the sustainable development of human utilized energy, and the friendly 
environment in the future, the renewable energy sources have experienced a 
constant and rapid growth in recent years, thus the renewable energy based 
distributed generations (DG) continue to increase in the power system.  
The connections of the renewable energy sources to the power system are mostly 
through the power electronic converters. Moreover, for high controllability and 
flexibility, power electronic devices are gradually acting as the interface between 
different networks in power systems, promoting conventional power system to a 
smarter stage. From a generation plant to transmission and distribution networks, 
the interconnection of power electronic converters will be widely confronted in the 
near future. Additionally, the combination of distributed generations, local loads, 
and storage devices promotes the bidirectional power flow in the distribution level 
of power systems. Therefore direct contact of converters introduces significant 
uncertainties to power system, especially for the stability and reliability.  
This dissertation studies the optimization control of the two stages directly 
connected converters, which is the cascaded power converters, with the objective of 
improving stability, reliability. Conventional control methods for the power 
converters are built under different control loops, such as the current loop, voltage 
loop, power loop, and they are mostly implemented in unidirectional power flow. 
But the bidirectional application is much different from unidirectional condition, 
and the stability enhancement is thus critical to the grid interface converter. So this 
research work will develop control methods to adapt the variation of power flow 
directions and enhance both the stability and reliability in bidirectional cascaded 
converter.  
This research work analyses the control strategies based on the topology of dual 
active bridges converter cascaded with a three phase inverter. It firstly proposed a 
dc link voltage and active power coordinative control method for this cascaded 
topology, and it can reduce dc link voltage fluctuations, enhancing the dc link 
voltage reliability in case of one sub converter failure. Then the bidirectional power 
flow effect is analyzed, and an important guide line is proposed for the design of the 
two stage cascaded converter system. Towards the different stability in different 
power flow directions, a bidirectional impedance control method is also proposed to 
unify and improve the system stability. Control system type number is also 
analyzed in this thesis, then a symmetric proportional control method for the two 
stage cascaded converter is proposed to reduce the dc link voltage control system 
type number, which is capable to improve system stability. Afterwards, this 
dissertation comes up with the concept of front to end impedance control method 
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for the two stage cascaded converter, and it can greatly improve the system stability. 




For en bæredygtig udvikling af menneskelig udnyttet energi og venligt miljø i 
fremtiden, har de vedvarende energikilder oplevet en konstant og hurtig vækst i de 
seneste år, og dermed den vedvarende energi baseret distribuerede generationer 
(GD) fortsætter med at stige i el systemet. 
Tilslutningerne for de vedvarende energikilder til el systemet er for det meste 
gennem effektelektroniske konvertere. Desuden efter høj styrbarhed og fleksibilitet, 
magt elektroniske enheder gradvist fungerer som grænseflade mellem forskellige 
netværk i kraftsystemer, fremme konventionelt el systemet til et smartere scene. Fra 
en generation plante til transmissions- og distributionsnet, vil sammenkobling af 
magt elektroniske omformere være almindeligt konfronteret i den nærmeste fremtid. 
Derudover kombinationen af distribuerede generationer, lokale belastninger, og 
lagringsenheder fremmer tovejs strøm flow i distributionsleddet for el systemer. 
Derfor direkte kontakt af konvertere introducerer betydelig usikkerhed til el 
systemet, især for stabilitet og pålidelighed. 
Denne afhandling undersøger optimering styring af de to etaper direkte forbundet 
omformere, som er den kaskadekoblede strøm omformere, med det formål at 
forbedre stabilitet, pålidelighed. Konventionelle metoder til strøm omformere 
kontrol er bygget under forskellige reguleringskredse, såsom den aktuelle løkke, 
spænding loop, magt loop, og de er for det meste gennemført i ensrettet strøm flow. 
Men den bidirektionale ansøgning er meget forskellig fra ensrettet tilstand og 
forbedring stabilitet er dermed afgørende for nettet grænseflade konverter. Så dette 
forskningsarbejde vil udvikle kontrolmetoder for at tilpasse variationen af magt 
flow retninger og forbedre både stabilitet og pålidelighed i tovejs kaskader 
konverter. 
Denne forskning analyserer kontrol strategier baseret på topologi dobbelt aktive 
broer konverter kaskader med en trefaset inverter. Det første foreslog en DC link 
spænding og aktiv effekt koordinater kontrol metode til dette kaskader topologi, og 
det kan reducere dc link spændingsudsving, styrke DC link spænding pålidelighed i 
tilfælde af en sub-konverter fiasko. Derefter tovejs strøm flow effekt analyseres, og 
der foreslås en vigtig guide linje for udformningen af to trins kaskader konverter 
system. Mod forskellige stabilitet i forskellige power flow retninger, er en tovejs 
impedans kontrolmetode også foreslået at ensrette og forbedre systemets stabilitet. 
Kontrolsystem typenummer er også analyseret i denne afhandling, så en 
symmetrisk proportional metode til to-trins kontrol kaskader konverter foreslås at 
reducere DC link spænding kontrolsystem typenummer, som er i stand til at 
forbedre systemets stabilitet. Bagefter afhandlingen kommer op med begrebet front 
til ende impedans kontrol fremgangsmåde til to trins kaskader konverter, og det kan 
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i høj grad forbedre systemets stabilitet. Omsider konkluderer afhandlingen hele 
forskningsarbejdet og udsigterne de fremtidige udviklingstendenser.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter firstly introduces the motivation and background of the research 
project, coming with the brief history of the renewable energy generations.  Then 
the objective and contributions of this research work are presented, lighting the 
spirit of this research work. At last this chapter gives the chapter overview and the 
publication list.  
1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION  
In the past decades, to support the growing industry, transportation and human 
residence, the demand for electricity energy is kept increasing, from 7000TWh in 
1980 to 20,000 T in 2015. As shown in Fig. 1-1[1], the increasing of energy 
consumption continues in a higher speed in the future, indicating the fast 
developing prosperity and civilization of the future.  
There are also concerns towards future energy, and they are mainly focused on two 
aspects: one is that the reservation of fossil energy is finite, not be available all the 
time; the other is that the fossil energies are not environment friendly, because the 
emission of greenhouse gases CO2 and other harmful gases increase the global 
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Fig. 1-1 Global electricity consumption by region.  
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Fig. 1-2 Global energy demand-Long term energy Sources.  
So societies are required to reshape not only the way that they use energy, but the 
energy sources as well. Governments strive to reduce the consumption of low 
efficiency, high-polluting fossil energy, such as the coal. In USA from 1920 to 1973, 
the coal contribution to the whole energy consumption shrank from 78% to 18 % 
[2]. As shown in Fig. 1-2, at the meantime, the technology of renewable energy 
based generations develops fast in the past few years, which contributes to the 
growth of renewable energy consumption[3]. In the future, renewable energies will 
play a more important role in the power system.    
1.1.1. RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATIONS  
Renewable energy is generally defined as energy that comes from resources which 
are naturally replenished on a human timescale, such as the sunlight, wind, rain, 
tides waves and geothermal heat [4]. One distinct area that renewable energy 
replaces conventional fuels is the electricity generation. Solar power and wind 
power are significant parts among them.  
1.1.1.1 Solar power plants 
Solar power is recognized as a pure clean and sustainable power. In 1876, the first 
solar cell was demonstrated by William Adams and Richard Day, afterwards the 
research of photovoltaic cells started [5].  In 1905, Albert Einstein explained the 
photoelectric effect, and rewarded by the Nobel Prize. After 40 years accumulation 
of the research, the first industrial product crystalline silicon solar cells were 
produced in the Bell Laboratories [6 ]. Afterwards the solar cells began to be 
implemented on the satellite [7].  
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Fig. 1-3 Solar demand in recent years  
In the following years, the efficiency of solar cell was increased up to near 15%, 
therefore solar power based power plants started to be installed, and the boom of 
solar power plant first stared in Europe, such as in Spain and Germany in early 21th 
[8]. The prosperity of solar power plants soon spread to China, Japan, US, UK and 
India, becoming the global trend [9], as shown in Fig. 1-3 [10].  
In 2015, the global solar new installations reach up to 57.4 GW.  China, Japan, and 
US are the main growth counties, counting for the 60% global new installations. 
Germany hold the maximum installation capacity, which is 38,754 megawatts (MW) 
by the end of May 2015, accounting for approximately 6.2 to 6.9 percent of the total 
electricity generation in 2014, ahead of China, Japan, Italy, and the United States 
[11]. 
The capacity of newly installed individual solar power plant is also increasing 
rapidly, now over 500MW, therefore the solar power plants becomes more 
competitive to conventional power generations. Although its availability 
significantly affected with alternating day and night, as well as the weather, these 
evidences indicate that solar power in the future would occupy a significant part in 
the energy landscape. 
1.1.1.2 Wind power farms 
Addition to solar power, wind power also has extremely important impact in both 
the past and future.  From the sailing on the sea, to water pumping on the land, wind 
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power has been used since thousands years ago. It is in 1887 that the windmill was 
firstly used to produce electricity power [12]. 
Nowadays the capacity of single wind turbine can reach 8MW, with single blade of 
80 meters long. Such huge wind turbines are grouped physical together to form a 
wind farm. The grouped wind turbine can be several hundred, constituting a wind 
power plant with the power capacity of hundreds of MW. By 2014, over 240,000 
wind turbines are rotating on the earth, contributing 4% of the whole world’s 
electricity power.  As shown in Fig. 1-4 [13], the increasing tendency of wind 
power will continue to up limit, which the power system can hold utmost.  
The physical location of wind farm is gradually moving from the land to the sea, 
that is the offshore wind farm. On the offshore wind farm, the wind harvesting is 
superior than the one on the land, as well as no disturbance to human residence. 
Consequently, long distance power transmission devices are necessary to deliver 
the electricity power from offshore to onshore and meanwhile guarantee the power 
quality and acting friendly to the utility grid. 
So in the future, wind power relevant facility and devices will be deeply involved in 
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Fig. 1-4 Global cumulative installed wind capacity 
1.1.2. ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
It is an effective way to form a sub-network that integrates the renewable energy 
based generations, PV plants or wind turbines, as well as storage devices and local 
load, and then connect with the electric power system. This sub network can also be 
described as active distribution network or microgrid [14,15].  
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Traditionally, electrical power is produced in bulk size in remote locations, usually 
near resource centers, then the effective transmission system is necessary to 
transmit the power. Recently, things get harder and harder to open a new 
transmission line. Added that the customer side needs more and more power with a 
higher reliability level, the consequences in the future may be the increase of 
congestion in some crowed power transmission lines, as well as the decline of the 
efficiency and reliability of the whole power system [16].  
The renewable energy is dispersed widely, so the distributed generation (DG) is an 
effective way to take advantage of the green renewable energy. So in the future, 
electricity power will be produced everywhere and transported in all direction in 
power system. This trend will intensify in the coming years, and then the consumers 
will not only use electricity but also generate this energy, becoming the producer as 
well. So if the renewable energy is integrated in large amount in the power system 
in an efficient and social economic way, the power system are necessary to be 
reconfigured. However, for the difference from the operational characteristic of 
conventional utility grid, the universal application of renewable energy is severely 
limited [17]. 
Conventionally, the passive distribution network is designed to receive power from 
transmission network and distribute to loads. Real time control problems are 
predicted and solved in the planning stage. Then distributed energy resources are 
limited on their capacity. Therefore it hampered the widely use of renewable energy 
sources.  
Active distribution network (ADN) refers to the distribution network with the 
capability to control the combination of the active distributed generators, loads and 
storage devices [18]. At the meantime, the distribution system operator (DSO) is 
able to manage the power flow of this network [19], and the distributed energy 
resources (DERs) share the responsibility of system support [20].In the active 
distribution network, distributed generations and energy storage devices enable the 
network with the capability of self-support, or output power to the utility grid. The 
concept of active distribution network may be characterised by words like flexible, 
intelligent, integration and cooperation. 
Besides conventional AC system, DC distribution network is attracting great 
attention and it is becoming an effective solution for the modern energy distribution 
challenges, since it has significant advantages, such as reduced power losses, 
simplified regulation. In the past century, after the “war of currents”, ac has been 
the standard choice for the electric power system. With the rapid development of 
power electronics, dc systems show great potential of reduced losses, higher 
reliability and increased power capacity. The success of HVDC system and the 
advanced power electronics promote the feasibility of dc system to be implemented 
in active distribution networks[ 21 ]. Moreover, some renewable power based 
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generations are naturally dc power based system on their prime side. For 
photovoltaic systems, fuel cell systems and battery based energy storage system, 
their prime side energies are in the form of dc, afterwards a DC/DC converter 
cascaded with an DC/AC inverter is needed to converter the energy from DC to 
AC.  Therefore DC distribution system can reduce the number of power conversion 
stages, which can substantially increase the efficiency.  
Another aspect of advantage of dc system is the omission of synchronous problem. 
In ac active distribution system, when transferring from self-support modes to grid-
connected mode, the DG needs to adjust the output voltage, frequency and phase to 
avoid the obvious impact caused by the asynchronous voltage. The normal solution 
is to use synchronization control before reconnect to the main grid [22]. While the 
dc system is easier to reconnect without the synchronization issues. So dc active 
distribution system is becoming more and more attractive.  
Therefore the connection of DC and AC networks will be necessary and inevitable. 
So this research will focus on the interface converter between DC and AC 
bidirectional flow application. 
1.1.3. INTERFACE CONVERTER APPLICATIONS 
Mostly, the renewable power generations are connected to the ADN through the 
power electronic devices. Then the power electric devices have a significant effect 
on the characteristic that the renewable power plant presents to the power system.  
For the photovoltaic (PV) system, the interface converters have the responsibility to 
convert the dc voltage from PV array side into an acceptable ac current for the grid, 
and at the same time, it is needed to control the terminal voltage of the PV 
module(s) to achieve the Maximum Power Point Track (MPPT)[23]. Fig. 1-5 shows 
the configuration of PV modules’ interface converter.  
PV interface converters have different configurations, and Fig. 1-5 shows the single 
stage DC/AC inverter, two stages DC/DC-DC/AC converter, and the string two 
stages DC/DC-DC/AC topology[24]. So the direct contact of the individual power 
electronic converters will be widely encountered in the PV system. 
For the wind power, from wind farm to the utility grid, power electronic converters 
also hold the mission of energy conversion. Fig. 1-6 shows the wind farm interface 
converter arrangement. An AC/DC converter is cascaded with a DC/AC converter 
to transfer the energy from the wind farm to the utility grid . Normally, one sub 
converter regulates the power, and the other one controls the DC link voltage 
[25].So in the wind farm transmission system, power converters also constitute the 
main part of the system. 

































(c)Two stages with paralleled DC/DC converter 
























(b)Internal dc network and individual power control 
Fig. 1-6 Wind farm interface converter configurations 
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Besides the PV system and the wind power system, there are still some other 
distributed generations, such as the fuel cell system, where the chemical reaction 
generate electricity energy in the form of dc, but still their interface elements with 
the utility grid are also power electronic converters. 
1.1.4. FUTURE INTERFACE CONVERTER BETWEEN GRID AND 
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
When distributed generations cooperate with local loads, storage devices, as well as 
combined heat and power (CHP), they will form an active distribution network, or 
called micro-grid. The distribution network needs effective control, protection and 
system expansion schemes to achieve high reliability and capability, as well as 
become friendly to the utility grid [26]. The upper layer interface converter would 
become the key element to accommodate the distributed generation with utility 
power grid. Then the interface converter will reshape the energy through 
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Fig. 1-7 Schematic of an active distribution network 
1.2. OBJECTIVES AND NEW CONTRIBUTION OF THE WORK  
In the future, power converters will be widely used in the distribution network, and 
the directly contact of them introduces significant change to both the power system 
and itself. So this work will analyze the interaction between converters in series 
connection, where the widely used two-stage cascaded converter system is studied.  
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The objective of the research is to develop optimized control strategies for the 
bidirectional cascaded interface converter, and it aims to ensure the stability of the 
interface converter under the bidirectional occasion.  
The contribution of this research work includes that: 
 A symmetric dc link voltage and active power control method is proposed, 
which can increase the stability and reliability of the dc link voltage, 
therefore the stability of the cascaded converter can be enhanced，and the 
stress on the switching devices can also be reduced. 
 The power flow effect on the interface converter is studied, and which is 
helpful to design the interface converter with enhanced stability. 
 An impedance coordinate control method is proposed, and it is able to 
modify the impedance of constant power controlled converter, and then the 
negative impedance can be avoided, therefore the system stability of the 
cascaded interface converter can be improved. 
 An control system type number reduced control method is also proposed in 
this research work, in which the dc bus voltage control system type can be 
reduced, hereby the system is more easier to control and controllers are 
easier to tune 
 The front to end impedance control method is proposed. It can modify the 
output impedance of the source converter and input impedance of the load 
converter, and both of them present resistive low frequency impedance to 
dc link connection and accordingly contribute a more decoupled cascaded 
system. 
1.3. CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
This research work is organized with 7 chapters. Chapter 1 and 2 are the first part. 
Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6 offer the optimized control for the two stage cascaded 
converters. At last, chapter 7 concludes all the research work and outlook further 
research work. The contents of each chapter are as following: 
Chapter 1 shows the motivation and background of this research work.  
Chapter 2 introduces the interface converter topology and control issues of the dual 
active bridges converter cascaded with a three phase inverter. 
Chapter 3 proposes a symmetric control method to improve the reliability and 
stability of the dc link voltage in the two stages cascaded converter system. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the power flow effect, and concludes an important guide line for 
the design of two cascaded converter system, and proposes an impedance 
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coordinate control for the constant power converter in two-stage cascaded system. It 
can improve the system stability and reliability by adjusting the impedance of 
constant power converter.   
Chapter 5 proposes a symmetric proportional control method for the two stage 
cascaded converter. This method can reduce the DC-link voltage control system 
type number, and drive the low frequency impedance of source converter and load 
converter becomes resistive, which is capable to improve system stability. 
Chapter 6 proposes the front to end impedance controller concept, and it can modify 
the converter impedance presented to the dc link, and make them behave resistive in 
the low frequency range, improving the system stability. 
Chapter 7 concludes the whole dissertation and presents the future potential 
research direction. 
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CHAPTER 2. BIDIRECTIONAL DC-AC 
CASCADED INTERFACE 
CONVERTERS  
This chapter will analyze the function and requirement for the interface converter of 
dc active distribution network. Then the topology of the interface converter is 
selected. Finally a brief introduction about the operating principle of the selected 
topology is presented. 
2.1. FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF INTERFACE CONVERTER  
Distributed resource (DR) or distributed energy resources (DER) refer to the 
sources of electric power that are not directly connected to a power transmission 
system. DR includes both generator and energy storage technologies. The energy 
that DR or DER produced is called distributed or decentralized energy [27].  
The renewable energy sources belong to the DER systems, such as the solar power, 
wind power, biomass, and biogas. Aided by interface devices, the distributed 
energy can be converted to the electric energy that can be accepted by the load or 
the electric power system and this is the distributed generations. Distributed 
generations (DG) storage enable collection of energy from many sources and may 
lower environmental impacts. Fig. 2-1 shows the scheme of distributed generation.  
Owing to the sustainability and environmental friendliness, the renewable energy 
based DG becomes more and more involved in the distribution level of electric 
power system. In addition, DER systems are widely spread with flexible 
technologies, located closer to their served loads, although even their capacities are 
only tens megawatts (MW) or less [28]. 
But conventional utility power systems are built to delivery and distribute 
electricity power from central power plant to consumers, so the power host and 
consumer are fully decoupled. Their dynamics are pretty slow, because the 
generator is rotating at constant frequency with great inertia, so dynamic reaction 
time is within electro-mechanics domain, which is the seconds or minute level. The 
response of interface converter of the distributed generations is much faster than 
that of the rotating generator, which can be the millisecond level (ms). Therefore 
the conventional central generator, transmission and distribution equipment can not 
timely respond to the dynamics of the distributed generations, consequently the 
stability and reliability of power system will be degraded [29]. So it is necessary to  















Fig. 2-1 Distributed generations 
buffer the two kinds of different dynamic behaviors.   
Moreover, conventional power system is designed for unidirectional power flow, 
not planned to accommodate active facilities, such as the distributed generations 
and storage devices. Therefore, there are barriers for the coherent transition from 
conventional utility grid to deeply integrating distributed power resources. The 
engagement of power electronics interface converter with advanced control in 
distribution level of power system provides inspiring solving methods on the above 
mentioned issues.  
2.2. REQUIREMENT FOR NETWORK INTERFACE CONVERTER 
Fig 2-2 shows a schematic diagram of a DC active distribution network with the 
implementation of bidirectional DC/AC interface converter.  
As previously mentioned, the renewable energy based DGs have significant 
intermittent dynamics, and it can be decoupled by the power electronic interface 
converter with the grid. Through advanced control methods, the transient stability 
problems can be avoided [30].  With the interface converter, the faults of sub-
connected system can be decoupled and isolated from the utility grid, which 
effectively prevent the negative effect on the distribution network in the power 
system. 
The basic function of the interface converter in distribution network can be 
summarized as [31, 32]: 
1) Bidirectional power flow capability: In the active distribution network, 
when the energy production of DGs is higher than the local load and 
energy storage capability, the excess power can be fed to the utility grid, 
and this can reduce the stress and power loss on the electric power 
transmission system, increasing the system efficiency of the power system. 
Moreover, the consumption of fossil resources in central power plants can  
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Fig. 2-2 Distributed Schematic Diagram of an active distribution network 
also be reduced. When there is fault in the utility grid, with enough DG 
capacity, the dc active distribution network can achieve self support, which 
is the islanding mode. By controlling the power flow, the interface 
converter can perform the transition between grid connected mode and 
islanding mode. 
2) Dynamic decoupling and isolation of interconnected systems: The 
interface converter can support the DC bus of connected sub network and 
also it can ride through the transient dynamics happened on both sides, and 
the transient dynamics can not be felt or reflected by the other side of the 
interface converter, so the interface converter is acting as the decoupled or 
isolation shield.  
3) Bidirectional fault current interrupt capability: The interface converter can 
act as the mechanical protection equipment. When there is fault current, 
the interface converter output current will be controlled within the 
limitation, such as the short circuit voltage support. 
4) Smart metering and communication function: The interface converter can 
measure the voltage and current on its both sides. With communication 
capability, the power system can not only monitor the operation of the 
interface converter, but also can send orders to the interface converter. 
Meanwhile, the interface converter of the active distribution network will 
correspondingly support the power system.  
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Based on practical requirements, the interface converter has to be capable with:  
1) High power density. The high power density can reduce the physical 
volume of the interface converter, and provide high power flow capability, 
which is benefit to system expansion and widely installation. 
2) Voltage buck-boost capability: Voltage buck-boost conversion capability 
is necessary for the interface converter to connect between DC and AC 
networks with different voltage levels.   
3) High efficiency: In terms of long run, high efficiency will be benefit for 
the economic operation. Moreover with less power loss, the life time of the 
device will also be prolonged.  
4) High cost-effectiveness.  It can reduce the investment in initial stage, and 
promote the spread of industrial application.  
5) High safeness with galvanic isolation. This is significant for the safety 
requirement, and more significant for residential or building application of 
the DC sub network.   
2.3. TOPOLOGY SELECTION FOR THE GRID INTERFACE 
CONVERTER 
The interface converter between AC and DC system should have the previously 
mentioned features. Single stage buck-boost converter is difficult to satisfy these 
requirements, so the interface converter normally adopts two stages cascaded 
topology. In the analysis of two stages cascaded converter system, the directly 
contact of power electronic converters is helpful to review the stability issue in 
multi-power converter system.  
The two stage cascaded interface converter includes DC/DC and DC/AC power 
conversion stage. For the consideration of DC/DC converter, the dual-active-bridge 
converter (DAB) has significant advantages: The high frequency transformer can 
fulfil the requirements of galvanic isolation and high power density [33]; Voltage 
buck-boost control can be realized by phase difference between the primary side 
and the second side [34]; Symmetric structure can achieve bidirectional power 
control, and the configuration of H-bridge with transformer can easily be operating 
in zero voltage switching [35-3637]. So the DAB converter is an ideal choice for 
the first stage DC/DC converter. For the DC/AC inversion stage, the widely used 
two level three phase inverter is qualified for this requirement. Fig. 2-3 shows the 
topology. The similar topology can also be used in the HVDC application, with 
Multi Modular Converter (MMC) [38]. 
This section will show the basic operating principle of DAB converter and inverter.  
 





















Fig. 2-3 The topology of the grid interface converter 
2.4. CONTROL ISSUES OF DAB AND INVERTER  
2.4.1. DAB CONVERTER 
DAB converter consists of two H-bridges, and they are connected by a high 
frequency transformer. Its topology is totally symmetric, which facilitates the 
bidirectional power flow. With the existence of transformer leakage inductance or 
with external inductor, the switches of DAB converter can operated in zero voltage 
switching (ZVS), which can substantially increase the efficiency. 
In DAB converter, bidirectional power flow can be realized by phase shift control 
[39,40].  
The main working wave forms of DAB converter under phase shift control is 
shown in Fig. 2-5 [41].  
As shown in, Fig. 2-5 (a), the switches are modulated by the PWM signal with 50% 
duty ratio. When the transformer primary side voltage leads the secondary side, the 
power will flow from the primary side to the secondary side, and the current can be 
regulated by the phase difference between the two sides of the transformer [42]. 
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(a) Forward power flow.                                             (b) Reverse power flow 






Fig. 2-6 Experimental waveforms of transformer in DAB converter  
Fig. 2-6 shows the experimental waveforms of DAB transformer. 
In one switching period, the input current of 1I , which is marked in Fig 2-4, can be 
expressed as (2.1).  In (2.1), 10I is the initial value of the input current, when t  is 
zero in Fig. 2-5 (a), and lL is the leakage inductance of DAB transformer. Then the 
average input current 1I can be obtained by (2.2). 
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  (2.2)  
Then the input power of DAB converter can be obtained as: 









     (2.3) 
Neglecting the converter losses, the input power inP  equals the output power oP , as
in oP P . Therefore the current feeding capacitor filer can be obtained as: 








   (2.4) 
So by controlling the phase shift angle  , the capacitor feeding current can be 
controlled. Through inner current loop control, the outer voltage and power can also 
be regulated. Additionally, to increase the power capacity, the switching frequency 
or the leakage inductance need to be reduced, and the maximum power happens 
when the phase shift is 2 . 
2.4.2. INVERTER 
Fig. 2-7 shows the main circuit of two levels three phase inverter [43]. It consists of 
three phase H-bridges and the inductor filters, where r is the parasitic resistance. 
abcD is the three phase duty ratio of the inverter. PWMV  is the amplitude of the 
triangular carrier. Vgrid is the grid voltage.  
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Fig. 2-7 Topology and systematic model of inverter 

















1abcV is the voltage reference. When the modulation is bipolar, as in Fig. 2-7, the 
average voltage ( 1abcV ) in front of the inductor filter in each switching cycle is:  
  1 2 1abc dc abcV V D   (2.6) 
Based on (2.5) and (2.6), the transfer function from the input of PWM modulation to the 
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The power output of inverter can be calculated in the DQ rotation frame through 
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  (2.9) 
Under DQ rotation frame, the inverter current and voltage in can be obtained as: 
 
0dq abc PI I T   (2.10) 
 
0dq abc PV V T   (2.11) 
abcI abcV  are the inverter voltage and current outputs, respectively. 0dqI 0dqU are 
respectively the current and voltage in DQ frame.  
According to the power calculation under three-phase stationary coordinates, and 
with the consideration of PARK transformation PT , the power output under the 










d q q dQ U I U I     (2.13) 
According to (2.5)~(2.13), the power output of the inverter can be regulated.  Fig. 
2-8 shows the experimental results of inverter under step response from 0 to 1kW. 
As shown, the power output can be maintained at reference value. 






Fig. 2-8 Experimental waveforms of inverter under1kW step response 
2.5. CONCLUSION 
This chapter mainly introduces the application of grid interface converter for the dc 
active distribution network.  The significance of the interface converter is to buffer 
the characteristic difference between distributed generations and the electric power 
grid. The selected topology is the Dual Active Bridges (DAB) converter cascaded 
with a three phase two level inverter, contributing to the bidirectional power flow 
galvanic isolation, high power density and high efficiency. The basic operation 
principle of the DAB and inverter is also presented. 
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CHAPTER 3. SHARING CONTROL FOR 
CASCADED DC-AC CONVERTERS  
This chapter analyzes control methods for the cascaded interface converter, and also 
proposes a coordinative control method. The proposed control can effectively 
reduce the voltage fluctuation on the dc-link in the interface converter, therefore the 
stress on switching devices can be reduced and system performance also can be 
improved.  
3.1. CONTROL OF THE INTERFACE CONVERTER 
Fig. 3-1 shows conventional control scheme of the cascaded converter system.  As 
shown, one sub-converter maintains the dc-link voltage dcV , and the other one 
controls the power output [ 47 ]. For instance in the selected topology, DAB 
maintains the dc-link voltage and the inverter controls the power output. In order to 
improve the dynamic behavior, a feed forward loop is often implemented to the 
control loop. The following parts will show the detail analysis of DAB and inverter. 








Fig. 3-1 Control scheme of the interface converter. 
3.1.1. DAB CONTROL SCHEMES 
For the control of DAB converter, the phase-shift control is used to regulate the 
output variable at the reference value [48]. The basic operation of phase shift is 
introduced in the previous 2.4.1.  
DAB voltage control strategies can be classified into two types: Single voltage loop 
control [49] and voltage current double loop control [50].Fig. 3-2 shows the block 
diagram of DAB under voltage control. 








































































(c)Double loop with feed forward control 
Fig. 3-2 Control block diagram of DAB 
As in Fig. 3-2, in the single loop control scheme, the output voltage and the 
reference voltage is compared, and then, the phase-shift angle is adjusted by the 
proportional-integral (PI) controller. Only one control loop is involved, so it is a 
single loop voltage control [51].  
Double loop control methods nest an inner current loop to the single loop control 
structure. DAB converter is a current source converter [52], and as afore mentioned,   










   (3.1) 
where k is transformer turn ratio between secondary side and primary side, f is the 
frequency of the square waves.   is phase shift between two bridges. Therefore 
an inner current loop can be implemented to improve dynamic performance. 
Feed-ford control strategies share the reference or real time signals of one sub 
converter to the other. For instance in Fig. 3-2, the power reference of inverter is 
fed to DAB converter. Dynamic power difference between DAB and inverter will 
be further decreased, because the power feed-forward path shares the power output 
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signal between DAB and inverter, then DAB converter is more easier and faster to 
track inverter power output. Then the dc link voltage will be more stable. 
3.1.2. MODELLING OF VOLTAGE CONTROLLED DAB.  
Assume Pv and sv  are the transformer primary and secondary side voltage，
respectively, which can be expressed as: 
 
1 1( ) ( )pv s t V t  (3.2) 
 2 2( ) ( )sv s t V t   (3.3) 
where 1( )s t  and 2 ( )s t  are respectively the primary and secondary side switching 
functions, which can be expressed as (3.4) and (3.5).  
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    (3.5) 
T  is the period of the square wave. Recognizing the transformer primary side 
current ( )ti t  and output capacitor voltage oV  as the state variables, state equations 
of DAB converter are as following: 
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   (3.8) 
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 y Cx  (3.9) 
  2 1 1  t R t Ix V i i     (3.10) 




































































  1 0 0C   (3.14)  
𝑖𝑡1𝑅 and 𝑖𝑡1𝐼 are the real and imaginary part of the transformer primary side current.  
 2sw f  (3.15)  
Then DAB voltage control transfer function ( G ) can be obtained by: 
 1( )G C sI A B   (3.16) 
Based on above modeling, the power controller can be designed. 
 Fig. 3-3 shows the bode plots of the DAB under voltage control, including 
compensated and uncompensated results. The controller parameters are shown in 
the Appendix. As shown, after the compensation of PI controller, the performance 
of DAB converter can be maintained within a stable area and the steady stage error 
in the voltage output can also be eliminated. 




















































Fig. 3-3 Bode diagram of DAB converter under voltage control 
3.1.3. INVERTER CONTROL SCHEME 
Inverter controls power output through current loop, and Fig. 3-4 shows the control 
scheme. As shown, the current control loop is performed under DQ rotation 
reference frame. The sampled three phase current signals have been processed 
through Park transformation, and represented by the variables of ( dI , qI ),  so two 
control paths are laid in the control unit as d- and q-path. Two PI controllers are 
used to track the current references ( *
dI ,
*
qI ). Then the generated the three phase 
duty ratio
abcD   is used to generate the PWM singles driving the main circuit 
switches. 
The current references can be generated by the power reference and sampled 
voltage signal. The angle in rotation frames is oriented with the grid side voltage, 
therefore the voltage on the quadrature (Q) axis is zero, and direct (D) axis voltage 
is the amplitude of grid voltage. Then according to the power calculation (2.12) and 

































Fig. 3-4 Control block diagram of inverter under current control 












































Modulation with dc voltageInductor
 




















    (3.18) 
where 
*P and *Q are the active and reactive power references. *dI ,
*
qI  are the 
current reference on the D, Q axis respectively, dU is the voltage on the D axis.  
Involving the main circuit, the whole inverter block diagram is shown as Fig. 3-5. 
Then the plant transfer function of current control can be expressed as:  
 *
1 1
(s) (s) ( )





I I V s
Ls r V Ls r
 
   
 (3.19) 
where L  is the inductance and r is the parasitic resistance of the inductor filter. As 
shown in Fig. 3-5. dcV is the voltage on the inverter dc side.  
As shown in (3.19), the inverter output current is determined by the current 
reference *(s)I  and the ac side grid voltage ( )gridV s . The current reference 
*(s)I  
refers to  (3.17) (3.18).  In order to damp the response to the switching noises, the 
current loop control bandwidth is much less than the switching frequency [54]. The 
ratio of PK  and iK  equals to the ratio of L  and the parasitic resistance r , as in  
(3.20), then the zero of PI controller and the pole of inductor filter can be cancelled, 
which can reduce the order of the open loop transfer function of the current loop, 
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Fig. 3-6 The bode plots of the current controlled inverter 
Based on the control bandwidth requirement, the magnitude of PI controller can be 
figured out. Fig. 3-6 shows the bode diagram of the current open loop transfer 
function, and it is a typical type 1 control system [56]. Controller parameters are 
shown in the appendix. 
3.1.4. ANALYSIS OF DC LINK VOTLAGE IN CONVENTIONAL CONTROL 
Conventionally dc link capacitors are designed with two kinds of consideration: one 
is to minimize the steady state voltage ripple[57], and maintain dc link voltage at a 
desirable quality; the other one is to reduce the output impedance of source 
converter, and decouple the source converter with load converter to certain extent, 
which can ensure the stability [58], because the stability of the cascaded converter 
system not only depends on well designing of individual converter, but also the 
impedance issues of sub-converters [59]. 
For the control methods of cascaded converter systems, the responsibility of power 
control and dc-link voltage control are respectively assigned to two individual 
converters, then one sub converter is used to control dc-link voltage and the other to 
control power. Under steady state, these control strategies can maintain system 
stable and satisfy the requirement of power control. In dynamics, under power 
output variations, the dc link voltage controlling converter has to track the power 
output variations, and its control bandwidth needs to be wide enough to track the 
power variations timely. 
For the selected topology, DAB converter and inverter have different dynamic 
behaviors, because of the different topology and control scheme parameters, so for 
the dynamic performance, power unbalance between DAB and inverter will occur, 
which will alter voltage on the dc link. 
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Fig. 3-7 The curve between energy difference and voltage on the dc-link capacitor   










    (3.21)  
where dcV  is the dc link voltage, and  it is also the inverter dc side voltage. 0dcV   is 
the initial value of dc link voltage. DABE and InverterE are respectively the output 
energy of DAB and inverter. These energies can be obtained by integrating 
converter power output. C is the dc link capacitor. 
The relationship between energy difference and voltage is shown in Fig. 3-7. As 
shown, when the energy difference occurs, the dc-link voltage will shift away from 
nominal value( 0dcV ), and when the energy difference is below -32W, the dc link 
capacitor will be reverse charging, and this is vital for the electrolytic capacitors, 
since it will damage the capacitor. When the energy difference is above 0, the plus 
energy will promote the dc link voltage and potential extra high voltage. The 
oscillation will reduce the reliability of dc link capacitor [60], as well as increase 
the stress on the switching devices. In the perspective of the small signal modelling, 
inverter output current is: 
    
 **1 1





I s I s V
Ls r K Ls r K
 
   
 (3.22) 
The superscript ∧ represents the relevant small signal. So it can be seen that the 
variation of dc link voltage will disturb the output inverter current. Therefore a  































Fig. 3-8 The Block diagram of the DAB converter with voltage control 
stable dc-link voltage is mandatory for improving the performance of inverter and 
the reliability of the system. 
Normally, for the dc-link voltage controlling converter, it is designed by its own 
feature [61].In the cascaded DAB and inverter topology, the voltage controller is 
designed based on DAB model, and the block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-8, where 
the block diagram is illustrated from the perspective of energy[62], so 2
dcV   is used.  
Around a specific operation point, the small signal of dc-link voltage 
dcV  is linear 
with the small signal of voltage square 2
dcV , because high order and smaller items 
can be omitted, as:  
  
2
2 * *2 *2dc dc dc dc dc dc dcV V V V V V kV     (3.23) 
Therefore the energy model can be implemented to analysis the voltage model. 
In Fig. 3-8, the total energy stored on a capacitor is 2 2dcCV , and the integration of 
power difference between DAB and inverter is the energy variation on the dc link 
capacitor, which causes the voltage fluctuations. Power output of DAB and inverter 
can be calculated by multiplying power references ( *
DABP ,
*
INVP ) with the transfer 
function of power control ( ( )DABG s , ( )INVG s ).  
Based on Fig. 3-8, the voltage controller can be designed. The uncompensated open 
loop transfer function for the voltage control loop is: 
  
2 ( )DABG sG s
Cs
  (3.24) 
As shown in Fig. 3-8, the power reference (𝑃∗) is an interference item to the dc link 
voltage control.  









































































DAB controls DC-link voltage






Fig. 3-10 Bode plots of the DC-link voltage fluctuations in cascaded system 
Fig. 3-9 shows the interference model, and it is actually the same as Fig. 3-8, but it 
is from the view of interference. As shown, the DAB control loop is feed-back loop, 










dc link voltage CsG s
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 (3.25)   
Equation (3.25) is the transfer function of interference, from the input of transmitted 
power reference to the output of dc-link voltage, in which ( )PIG s represents the 
transfer function of the PI controller.  The bode plots of the interference is shown in 
Fig. 3-10. DAB and inverter might exchange their responsibility, that is DAB 
controlling the power flow and inverter controlling the dc-link voltage, and the 
control block diagram can be obtained by exchanging the position of DAB and 
inverter in Fig. 3-9. The corresponding bode plot of the interference is also shown 
in Fig. 3-10. As shown in Fig. 3-10, for the blue curves, DAB maintaining dc-link 
voltage. In high frequency range, the amplitude gain of interference is smaller than 
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that when inverter controlling the dc-link voltage, meaning that the power reference 
variations caused interference can be damped more effectively. 
By comparing Fig. 3-3 and Fig. 3-6, it can be observed that control bandwidth of 
DAB is wider than inverter, so when the dc-link voltage is controlled by DAB, the 
equivalent feed-back loop in Fig. 3-9 will be faster, therefore the variation of  
inverter power output is tracked more quickly, which helps reduce the fluctuations 
on the dc-link voltage. 
3.1.5. ANALYSIS OF FEED FORWARD CONTROL 
The PI voltage controller maintains dc link voltage based on the offset from the 
nominal value, therefore dynamic transient fluctuations on the dc link voltage still 
exist. Therefore a feed forward solution is usually implemented to improve the 
performance of the cascaded converter. 
 Fig. 3-11 is the dc link voltage control diagram of the feed forward control, and the 
interference transfer function from the power reference 











































































Fig. 3-12 The compared bode plots conventional control with feed forward control 
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Fig. 3-12 depicts the interference bode plot with feed forward control, compared 
with conventional control. As shown, interference gain of the feed forward control 
is much smaller than the conventional control, meaning that under same power 
reference variations, the feed forward control can maintain the dc-link voltage with 
smaller fluctuations. 
3.2. DC LINK VOLTAGE AND ACTIVE POWER COORDINATIVE 
CONTROL FOR CASCADED CONVERTER 
Conventional control methods only use one sub converter to control the dc link 
voltage. For instance, the DAB converter controls the dc-link voltage, and then the 
inverter current will be interference for the dc link voltage control. Feed-forward 
control shares the current reference with DAB and inverter, and it can improve the 
dynamic performance of the cascaded converter, but when the power reference 
stays the same, under dynamics such as voltage sag or flickers, the responsibility of 
the dc-link voltage maintenance and power regulation are still individually assigned. 
Its control scheme is not symmetric, so still the cooperation of sub-converters needs 
to be improved. This chapter proposed a coordinative control for the cascaded 
interface converter. 
3.2.1. PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME  
Fig. 3-13 shows the proposed control scheme. As shown, DAB and inverter equally 
share the responsibilities of dc link voltage control and power control. Power 
references for the DAB ( *
DABP ) and inverter (
*
INVP ) are generated by the tasks 
sharing block. DAB power reference ( *
DABP ) is the sum of the power reference 
*P  
with the output of the dc link voltage controller. Inverter power reference ( *
INVP ) is 
that 
*P  subtracts the output of dc-link voltage controller. 
As the interface converter of dc active distribution network, when the power flows 
from DAB to inverter, meaning that the dc active distribution network outputs 
energy to the grid DAB and inverter regulate the dc link voltage by their own power 
output, but they work in opposite way, because DAB locates the upstream and 
inverter sits on downstream of the dc link, respectively. For instance, to increase the 
dc-link voltage, DAB needs to increase power output and the inverter needs to 
decrease power output.  So the output of voltage controller is positively fed to the 
DAB and negatively fed to inverter. 





































































































Fig. 3-13 The scheme of the proposed coordinative control 
In the proposed control, every single sub converter has its own dc link voltage 
controller. If the voltage controllers are designed differently, the two sub converter 
will compete with each other, so the proposed control uses the same voltage 
controller for DAB and inverter, which can be recognized as the synchronization in 
dc link connection. With the same controller, DAB and inverter cooperatively 
control the dc-link voltage, and act in the same direction. For instance, to reduce the 
dc-link voltage, the DAB converter will reduce power output, and inverter needs to 
increase power output, so the inverter helps the DAB control the DC link voltage, 
not compete, and this can avoid the cross regulation issue. 
For the DAB converter, conventional voltage control is replaced by the power 
control, LI  is the output current of DAB, which is determined by the load. The PI 
controller also is divided by reference value of current output, and then DAB 
voltage control block diagram can be modified as power control scheme. 
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3.2.2. DC-LINK VOLTAGE ANALYSIS  
Fig. 3-14 is the interference block diagram of the proposed control method, from 
the input of power reference to the output of the dc-link voltage. It is also shown in 
energy perspective, so 2
dcV is used. Compared with conventional control in Fig. 3-9, 
it can be observed that loop 2 and the power reference feed-forward loop are added 
in the proposed control. The interference transfer function is: 
  
 
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  (3.27) 
So compared with interference transfer function in feed forward control (3.26), in 
(3.27), the item of  2 ( ) /INV PIG s G s Cs  is added to the dominator, indicating the 
proposed control introduces the inverter feed-back loop to the dc link voltage 
control, so the dominator is larger than the one in feed-forward control, indicating 
the gain of dc link voltage fluctuation is smaller than in feed forward control. 
Fig. 3-15 is the bode plot of interference transfer function, including the proposed 
control and the feed-forward control, and the controller parameters are shared 
between the two control methods. As illustrated, with the proposed control method, 
the magnitude is always smaller than feed forward control, which is almost 6.9dB 
less, meaning that under the same power reference variation, the dc-link voltage 
fluctuation of the proposed control is almost a half of the feed forward control, 







































Fig. 3-14 The block diagram of the proposed coordinative control 






















































































(b) Feed-forward control 
Fig. 3-16 DC link votlage control block diagram 
With two sub converters controlling the dc-link voltage, the dc-link voltage control 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-16, including the comparison of feed forward 
control. As shown in Fig. 3-16 (a), in the proposed control, both DAB and inverter 
are the plant transfer function; while in Fig. 3-16 (b), for feed forward control and 
conventional control, only one sub converter is used to control the dc-link voltage, 
so the proposed control method has a larger gain than the conventional single 
converter regulation. In the proposed control, the gain parameter is adjustable, and 
then the single converter may have a smaller gain to achieve the same performance 
with conventional control.  














































Fig. 3-17 Bode plots of the feed forward control and the proposed control 
Fig. 3-17 is the bode plot of dc-link voltage control loop. As shown, the proposed 
control enlarges the control bandwidth than feed forward control. For a reasonable 
comparison between different control methods, the voltage controller parameters 
varied from 0.1 pu to 10 pu of the selected value.  Correspondingly, the voltage 
controller here is the PI controller with the responsibility of regulating the dc link 
voltage, which is involved in Fig. 3-9, Fig. 3-11, Fig. 3-17 and Fig. 3-18. PI 










   (3.28)  
Here 𝐾 is the gain of the controller, 𝜏 is the integral time. 𝐾 directly affects the dc-
link voltage performance. With the increment of 𝐾, the dc-link voltage control loop 
will be faster, and under the decrement of K, it will become slower,  but the 
increment of K will reduce the system stability margin. Therefore the dc link 
voltage interference in feed-forward control and the proposed control can be 
compared in the damping performance on dc-link voltage fluctuations.  
Fig. 3-18 is the interference bode plots with the variation of voltage controller gain-
 K , including the condition of 10 times enlarged and one tenth shrunk. As depicted, 
when K is 10 times enlarged, dc-link voltage interference gains, caused by power 
reference, are decreased by 15dB compared with Fig. 3-17, meaning that dc link 
voltage fluctuations will be suppressed more deeply. When K decreases to 0.1 pu, 
interference gains increase by 7.3dB, indicating the dc-link voltage fluctuations 
becomes larger. In any cases that the voltage controller changes, the interference 
gain in the proposed control is always 6dB smaller than feed forward control. 
Therefore conclusion can be drawn that the proposed control can damps the dc link 
voltage fluctuations more effectively than the feed forward control. 
 










































































































Fig. 3-19 The Compared -10kW Step response of the voltage fluctuation 
It can be summarized that: if the inner power (current) loop has a high gain, 
converter will be faster, and the faster converter can damp the dc link voltage 
fluctuations more effectively; within the stability area, for the voltage controller, if 
the voltage controller gain is larger, the dc link voltage fluctuations caused by the 
power reference will be damped more effectively.   
The voltage step response under the -10kW power reference variation (from 5kW to 
-5kW) is shown in Fig. 3-19, which is based on the model in Fig. 3-9,Fig. 3-11 and 
Fig. 3-14, the parameters in the Appendix. The 10 kW response figure will be 
symmetric with the zero axis with Fig. 3-19.  
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Fig. 3-20 The Root locus of conventional control   Fig. 3-21  Root locus of proposed control
So under the power reference stepping between -5kW and 5kW repeatedly, the 
voltage fluctuation is 198V in conventional control, 136V in feed forward control 
and 74V in the proposed control. Afterwards these data will be compared with 
simulation results.  
System stability can be analyzed by the root locus, which can be obtained by the 
model of (3.25)(3.26).  In the root locus, the proportional parameter 𝐾𝑃 in the PI 
controller increases from 40 to 400. Fig. 3-20  and Fig. 3-21are respectively the root 
locus of conventional control and the proposed control. As shown, the roots moves 
towards the imaginary axis with the increasing of 𝐾𝑃,   meaning that the bigger the 
proportional value is, the less stable the system behaves. 
As in (3.25) and (3.26), the characteristic equation of the feed forward control is the 
same as the conventional control, so the stability in feed forward control is the same 
as conventional control. By comparing, Fig. 3-20 and Fig. 3-21, it can be observed 
that two pairs of zero-poles are added in the proposed control, but they not only 
locate on the left side of the plane, but also further away from the imaginary axis, so 
the system is stable with the proposed control method.  
3.3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT 
3.3.1. SIMULATION EVALUATION 
Simulation evaluation is performed with the software of PLECS. Simulation 
parameters are shown in the appendix. Conventional control and feed forward 
control methods are also evaluated by the simulations to compare with the proposed 
control. The same voltage controllers and inner loop controllers are used for all the 
control strategies.  








































































































Time (Seconds)  
Fig. 3-23 DAB maintains DC voltage and inverter control power output 
Fig. 3-22 and Fig. 3-23 show the simulation results of conventional control, with 
exchanging the responsibilities of dc link voltage control and power control 
between DAB and inverter. In Fig. 3-22, DAB controls power flow and inverter 
regulates dc link voltage, while in Fig. 3-23, inverter controls the power flow and 
DAB controls the dc link voltage. The simulation scenario is the power reference 
stepping between +5kW and -5kW periodically.  
As shown, in Fig. 3-22 the dc link voltage fluctuates with the magnitude of 354V 
from peak to peak, and needs 0.055s to recover stable at nominal value. While in 
Fig. 3-23, under the same circumstance, the peak value of dc link voltage 
fluctuation is 205V, smaller than in Fig. 3-22. The recovering time of dc link 
voltage is 0.038s, also faster than the 0.055s in Fig. 3-22. 
DAB control band width is wider than inverter, meaning that DAB converter is 
faster than inverter, so if inverter regulates dc-link voltage, its slower dynamics can  























































Fig. 3-24 Active power and DC voltage coordinative control for the cascaded system 
not follow the rapid changing of DAB power flow timely, therefore the dc link 
voltage fluctuations are enlarged. 
Fig. 3-24 shows the simulation wave forms of the proposed control method. Under 
the same conditions, the magnitude of dc link voltage fluctuation reduces to 115V, 
and significantly improvement can be verified by comparing with Fig. 3-22 and Fig. 
3-23. The adjusting time of dc link voltage is 0.012s, much shorter than 
conventional control in Fig. 3-23. 
So conclusion can be drawn that when the responsibilities of dc link voltage control 
and power control are shared between DAB and inverter, power references 
variations caused dc link voltage fluctuations can be better suppressed. 
In Fig. 3-25, the proposed control is compared with feed forward control. The 
cascaded system is running with feed forward control before the vertical dash line, 
and after the dash line the proposed control is activated. 
As in Fig. 3-25 (a), under the same power reference variations, in the feed forward 
control, dc link voltage fluctuations are 132V. In the proposed control method, 
fluctuations reduce to 115V, behaving with improved steady state performance. 
In Fig. 3-25 (b), a sinusoidal power reference is introduced with the frequency of 
16Hz and amplitude of 5000W. As shown, in the feed-forward control, amplitude 
of voltage fluctuation is 60V; it is reduced to 38V in the proposed control. The 
power output of DAB and inverter have phase and amplitude error in feed-forward 
control, but these errors are much less in the proposed control.  
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(a) Simulation results in the square reference wave 
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(c) Simulation results in grid voltage sag 
Fig. 3-25 Feed forward control with active power and DC voltage coordinative 
control 
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In Fig. 3-25 (c), 0.2 pu voltage sags happen in the grid voltage at the time of 0.25s 
and 0.5s. The simulation results show that in feed forward control, the voltage 
fluctuation is 65V; in the proposed control, it reduces 49V.  
So the simulations indicate that the proposed control can damp the power reference 
caused interference more effectively than feed-forward control method, and at the 
same time it improves the performance of the dc link voltage and the power flow 
regulation. 
Table 3-1 shows the comparison of simulation with the modeling step responses in 
Fig. 3-19. As shown, the relevant of dc link voltage fluctuations are approximately 
similar, although small errors exist, which are caused by the parasitic parameter and 
modelling accuracy. So the simulation results can support the analysis. 
Table 3-1 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND MODELING STEP RESPONSE COMPARISON 
Control method Value Simulation results 
Conventional control 198V 205V 
Feed forward control 136V 132V 
Proposed coordinative control 74V 115V 
 
3.3.2. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATIONS 
The experiment setup is a scaled-down laboratory prototype. The topology is shown 
in Fig. 3-26. The parameters are shown in Appendix. The inverter is connected with 
grid through a transformer, and the dc active distributed network is constituted by a 
dc voltage source with local load. The power waves are captured from the DA 
output block DS2101 of dSPACE 1006. In the experiment, the power reference of  
DC power source
Load
DAB Inverter Filter Transformer Grid
Interface converterSimplized dc netwrok  ac network
 
Fig. 3-26 Experiment setup 











Proposed ControlFeed forward Control
 
(b) Switching from feed forward control to proposed control 
Fig. 3-27 Experiment results of the power output and DC-link voltage 
the interface converter is a square periodic wave, changing between 400 W and -
400 W, with the frequency of 2.5Hz. Conventional control employs DAB to 
maintain DC voltage, and inverter to control power output. The feed-forward 
control introduces a reference feed forward signal to DAB. 
Fig. 3-27 (a) is the experiment results of inverter power output and dc link voltage, 
in which the control method transfers from conventional control to the proposed 
control at the time of dashed line. In conventional control, when the power output 
step changes between 400W and -400W, the dc link voltage fluctuation is 84V, and 
recovering time is 0.115s. In the proposed control, under the same conditions, the 
dc link voltage fluctuation is 28V and needs 0.04s to be stable. Inverter dynamic 
performance of the proposed control is also much better than conventional control. 
Fig. 3-27 (b) compares inverter detail waveforms between feed forward control and 
the proposed control. Feed forward control is activated before 0.1 s, and dc link 
voltage fluctuations are 40V, and recovering time is 0.08s. The proposed control is 
adopted after 0.1s, and then dc link voltage fluctuations reduce to 30V, and  
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(a) Switching from conventional control to the proposed control 





(b)Switching from feed forward control to the proposed control 
Fig. 3-28  Experiment results of DAB output current, active power and dc link voltage 
adjusting time is 0.04s. The proposed control can maintain dc link voltage with 
smaller voltage fluctuations and faster recovering speed. So both steady state and 
dynamic performances of inverter are improved. 
Fig. 3-28 (a) shows the detail waveforms of the DAB converter under the transition 
from conventional control to the proposed one, including the output voltage, active 
power, as well as the current. As illustrated, after switching from conventional 
control to the proposed coordinative control, both the power and current output 
become faster than conventional control. Fig. 3-28 (b) shows the detail waveforms 
of DAB converter switching from feed forward control to the proposed control. As 
shown, dynamic performance of DAB power and current output become faster in 
the proposed control, and because in the proposed control, the dc link voltage more 
stable so the power between DAB and inverter becomes more decoupled. 
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(a) Switching from conventional control to the proposed control 
        




(b)Switching from feed forward control to the proposed control 
Fig. 3-29  Experiment results of inverter output current and DC-link voltage 
Fig. 3-29 shows the inverter detail waveforms, including three phase current, and 
the dc side voltage, which is the dc link voltage.  
As shown in Fig. 3-29 (a), in the proposed control, inverter maintains the dc link 
voltage at the instant time when power reference changes, so dc link voltage is 
more stable, therefore the dynamic performance of current is much faster than in 
conventional control. 
Fig. 3-29 (b) compares the feed forward control with the proposed control. The 
proposed control presents faster dynamic response in inverter output current, 
because of the more stable dc link voltage, created by the sharing control of dc link 
voltage. 









(a)With sinusoidal power reference wave 
Feed forward control Proposed Control
Grid voltage(100V/div)
Vdc (50V/div) Vdc (50V/div)
Grid voltage (100V/div)
 
(b) Feed-forward control and the proposed control under voltage sag 
Fig. 3-30  Experiment results of feed forward control and the proposed control 
Fig. 3-30 shows experiment comparison between the proposed control and the feed 
forward control, under the sinusoidal power reference at 1.8 Hz and 300 W.  
Fig. 3-30 (a) indicates that in the feed forward control, the dc link voltage has 
certain oscillation. Under the same condition, the proposed control can maintain dc 
link voltage more stable, and the power output more sinusoidal. So in feed forward 
control, power output of the DAB and inverter can not match each other 
satisfactorily. In the proposed control, good agreement of power output can be 
achieved between DAB and inverter. So the proposed control strategy can maintain 
dc link voltage more stable with better stability. 
Fig. 3-30 (b) shows the experiment results under grid voltage sag, including the 
proposed control and feed forward control. The grid voltage sags happen with 0.5 
p.u. and last for 0.02 s. The results show that in the proposed control, the dc link 
voltage is more stable than that in the feed forward control. The grid voltage is 
emulated by a programmable AC power source and it has less inductance than the 
transformer, which means damping in the AC net becomes much smaller, so the dc-
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link voltage behaves with bigger oscillations than that with transformer, but in the 
proposed control, with the exactly same condition, the dc link voltage is more 
stable. 
Based on the experiment results, it can be seen that during the transitions of power 
reference variations, the proposed control maintain the dc link voltage by varying 
power output of the sub converter, the effect of this phenomenon needs to be 
evaluated. The stored energy (𝐸) on dc-link capacitor can be calculated by the 




E CV   (3.29) 
In the experiment 𝐶 =300uF, 𝑉 = 400𝑉 ; so 𝐸 = 24𝑊 , which is a small value 
compared with power reference. On the other side, a more stable dc link voltage can 
improve the dynamic behavior of the cascaded converter system. So the power 
assigned to maintain dc-link voltage will not slow the power output of the cascaded 
converter, but can accelerate the power response to the reference variations.  
3.4. CONCLUSION 
This chapter firstly showed the conventional control methods for the cascaded 
interface converter between dc active distribution network and the grid, and then 
proposed a coordinated control methods. The proposed control method employs 
inverter and DAB to share the control of dc link voltage and power flow, which 
manages to present a more stable dc-link voltage with improved dynamic 
performance. 
The derived system model shows that the proposed control method can reduce the 
dc link voltage fluctuations, and provide more effectively damping with better 
stability. Then the volume of dc link capacitors can be reduced, so is the stress on 
the switching devices.  Then the responsibility can be evenly shared between the 
cascaded converters. In the proposed control, to maintain the same voltage 
performance, the dc link voltage controller can also be smaller than conventional 
control. 
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CHAPTER 4. POWER FLOW EFFECT 
AND COMPENSATION CONTROL FOR 
CASCADED CONVERTER  
Cascaded converter refers that two converters are directly connected in series. 
Based on the power flow, the upstream converter is the source converter, and the 
downstream converter is the load converter. The relation between power supply of 
source converter and demand of load converter can be analyzed by the impedance 
interaction, which involves the output impedance of the source converter and the 
input impedance of load converter. Without proper design, the impedance 
interaction will introduce instability to the cascaded system.  In addition, between 
different power flow directions, forward and reverse, impedance interactions are 
prominently different in terms of dynamics and stability, even if the cascaded 
converter control remains unchanged. 
This chapter will firstly show the impedance based stability assessment, and then 
analysis the impedance behavior of the selected DAB converter and inverter. 
Afterwards the bidirectional stability of the interface converter is assessed and an 
important guide line is formulated for the cascaded bidirectional interface converter. 
At last, an impedance control method is proposed, which can make the cascaded 
converter more bidirectional stable than before.  
4.1. IMPEDANCE BASED STABILITY ASSESSMENT  
The input impedance refers to the equivalent impedance viewed from the power 
source [63], and the output impedance is the impedance viewed by its output 





















where oV  and oI   are respectively the output voltage and current variations, 
inV and inI  are the input voltage and input current variations. 
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Fig. 4-2 Block diagram of cascaded system 
In Fig. 4-1, two converters are connected in series.  (s)AG and  (s)BG  are the 
individual transfer function of source converter and load converter, respectively.  
Fig. 4-2 shows the block diagram of the cascaded converter, in the view of 
impedance. The total transfer function from the input of source converter to the 












  (4.3) 
(s)ABG is the total transfer function, and it constitutes not only the individual 




the stability of cascaded system not only relies on the well designing of individual 
converter, but also the impedance interaction. 𝑇𝑚 is the open loop transfer function 
of the impedance interaction, and it is also recognized as the minor loop gain. Based 
on the type of source converter, voltage source or current source, mT has different 
manifestations [66], which are expressed in (4.4). In (4.4), out AZ   is the output 
impedance of source converter A, and in BZ   is the input impedance of load 
converter B.   
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So for the minor loop gain: if the source converter is voltage source converter, then 
the numerator has to be the internal impedance of the source converter, and the 
denominator has to be the input impedance of the load sub system; when the source 
converter is current source converter, the dominator has to be the output impedance 
of the source converter, and the numerator has to be input impedance of the load 
converter.   
In the year of 1979, Middlebrook firstly noticed the impedance interaction， and 
proposed the stability criterion, known as the Middlebrook criterion. He pointed 
that if the output impedance of source converter is much smaller than the load 
converter, the system stability can be guaranteed. As expected, the Middlebrook 
criterion has become the base for comparison with other developed criteria [67 68]. 
The impedance-based stability criterions have been used in more and more 
occasions [69]. 
Without proper design, the impedance interaction will give rise to stability 
degradation. This phenomenon can be explained by the interpretations that [70]-
[ 71 ]: the interaction among the feedback loops between the interconnected 
converters. Typically, converters are regulated under various feedback loops, such 
as the voltage loop, current loop or the instantaneous power loop, but the common 
dc link voltage combines two individual feed-back loops together. For the constant 
power loads (CPL), they are under constant instantaneous power control, and they 
behave as negative impedance [72].  The negative impedance tends to destabilize 
the power system [73]-[74], because the negative impedance directly change the 
sign of impedance interaction loops, from negative to positive feed-back, which is 
unstable for the system. 
4.2. IMPEDANCE INTERACTION IN UNIDIRECTIONAL POWER 
FLOW 
In this part, the impedance interaction in conventional unidirectional power flow 
will be modelled and analyzed. DAB and inverter impedance modelling are as 
followings. 
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Voltage Controller Current Controller
 
Fig. 4-3 Block diagram of DAB converter under voltage control 
As described in chapter 3, conventionally DAB converter is voltage-controlled, and 
an inner current loop might be implemented for improve the dynamic performance. 
The responsibility of DAB is to maintain the dc link voltage constant. Then transfer 
function of DAB output impedance can be derived by firstly analyzing the inner 
current loop for controlling the average output current 𝐼2  of the DAB converter. 











     (4.5) 
where inV  and 1L  are respectively the input dc voltage and leakage inductance of 
the high frequency transformer. f and k are respectively representing switching 
frequency and turns ratio of the DAB converter. 
Strictly, the current is nonlinear with the phase shift, but when confined to a narrow 
operating frequency, which is lower than the PWM switching frequency, the current 






  (4.6) 
Here m is the linearization coefficient, equal to the mean differential value in the 
same narrow range [75]. Besides the linearization, this equation also provides the 
mean value in each switching period, without including the dynamics. Therefore a 
low pass filter is implemented with the time constant T , which represents as the 
average period. 2I  is the average current in each PWM switching period, so T is 















 (4.7)  
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With the obtained “plant” model, the block diagram of DAB converter under 
voltage control can be shown as Fig. 4-3. oV is the voltage output of DAB 
converter, 2I is the DAB inside current output. Based on the diagram, the current 
control loop transfer function ( -DAB IG ) is expressed as (4.8). 
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where iPK  and iiK  are proportional and integral parameter in the current controller. 
Transfer function of the output voltage can then be expressed as: 
 
 
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 (4.9)   
where VPK  and ViK  are the proportional and integral parameter in the voltage 
controller. g is used for the tuning of VPK  and VPK  simultaneously, used for 
following analysis. The output impedance DAB expressed as (4.10). Fig. 4-4 shows 
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Fig. 4-4 Bode plots of DAB output impedance 
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In Fig. 4-4, g varies within certain range. As shown oZ  is inductive in low 
frequency range and capacitive in high frequency range. The magnitude of low-
frequency output impedance is also increasing when the voltage controller gain ( g ) 
decreases. According to Middlebrook criterion, larger output impedance for the 
voltage source converter will make the system more unstable, because the bigger 
output impedance means slow and weak dynamics of the source converter.  
4.2.2. INPUT IMPEDANCE OF CONSTANT POWER INVERTER  
In conventional control, inverter controls the power flow as a constant power load 
and it is commonly implemented the control in synchronous d-q frame, rotating at 
the grid angular frequency . Fig. 4-5 shows the block diagram of grid connected 
inverter under constant power control.  As shown, inverter active power and 
reactive power are respectively controlled through d- and q- channels. The state 
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     (4.12) 
dI qI  are respectively the current on d and q axis; dD qD  represent the inverter 
duty ratios under d and q channel. The duty ratios are multiplied with half of dc-link 
voltage, then gives the inverter initial voltage on d and q axis. Here dcV  is divided 
by 2, because the maximum utilization is 0.5 in conventional two level inverter. 
gdV
gqV  are the grid voltage on d and q axis respectively. As shown in Fig. 4-5, the 
cross-coupling between the d- and q-paths can clearly be seen. This cross-coupling, 


































Fig. 4-5 System model of grid connected inverter under constant power control 
















Fig. 4-6 Small signal block diagram from dc link voltage to d-axis current 
being analyzed independently. Decoupling may therefore be necessary [76, 77, 78, 
79], where the simplest solution is to omit the cross item in the grey block in Fig. 
4-5. Actually, the d-axis is aligned with stiff grid voltage, so 0gqV   and 0gdV  . 




dc in gd dP V I V I   ( 4.13) 




d g in dcd dc inP I V V VI I       (4.14) 
Around specific operation point, dI  can be expressed through dcV , and the block 
diagram is shown in Fig. 4-6, which can be obtained from Fig. 4-5 and (4.11) 
(4.12). In Fig. 4-6, P invK  and i invK  are respectively the proportional and integral 
parameter of the PI controller in inverter current loop. The transfer function in Fig. 
4-6 can be written as: 
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The inverter input impedance can be obtained by (4.16), and Fig. 4-7 shows the 
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Fig. 4-7 Bode plots of inverter input impedance 
As shown in Fig. 4-7, the integrator gain of the PI controller varies from 0.2 pu to 2 
pu. As shown, for the constant power inverter, the input impedance is clearly 
negative in the low frequency range, because the phase is -180°. In the high 
frequency range, it goes to inductive, so the phase turns to 90°. The corner 
frequency increases with the increasing of current integral gain, then the negative 
impedance occupies wider band on the spectrum.  
4.2.3. IMPEDANCE INTERACTION ANALYSIS. 
Based on DAB output impedance in (4.10) and inverter input impedance in (4.16), 
the impedance interaction in conventional control can be obtained. DAB is 
operating in the voltage source mode, and inverter controls the power flow through 







  (4.18) 
oZ is DAB converter output impedance, and inZ is the input impedance of inverter.. 
The impedance can be analysed through Nyquist plots. Fig. 4-8 shows the example 
of Nyquist plots. Phase margin (PM) in the Nyquist plot is defined as the angle 
measured from the negative real axis when the Nyquist curve crosses the unit circle 
[80]. Gain margin (GM) is the reciprocal value of the distance measured from the 
origin to the point, where the Nyquist curve crosses the negative real axis. With this 
understanding, Nyquist plots of the minor loop gain mT are shown in Fig. 4-9. As 
shown, the GM  read is 2.8, and PM  is stable. 










Fig. 4-8 Definitions of phase and gain margins in forward power flow. 























Fig. 4-9 Nyquist plot the minor loop gain Tm in conventional control 
To see the stability difference more clearly, DAB output impedance ( oZ ) is 
intentionally increased, and this is achieved by reducing the voltage controller gain 
in DAB, as illustrated in Fig. 4-4. Then the obtained Nyqusit plots are drawn as Fig. 
4-10. In Fig. 4-10 , the gain of the DAB voltage controller ( g ) subsequently 
changes from 1pu to 0.03pu, the observations noted are an increase of 1 GM  and a 
decrease of PM , and the system tends to cross the unstable point (-1,0). The 
cascaded converter is hence harder to stabilize. It can be saying that the stability of 
cascaded converter is gradually becoming unstable under the condition when the 
voltage source converter increasing output impedance. Comparatively, when the 
input impedance of load converter is reducing, it will be the same with this 
condition. 
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Fig. 4-10 Nyquist plots of impedance minor loop gain with DAB impedance variation 
4.3. IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS IN REVERSED POWER FLOW  
Under practical operations, for the interface converter between dc active 
distribution network and grid, it will face the bidirectional power flow. When the 
power flow reverses, the impedance interaction will also change. Therefore, an 
investigation is performed here for showing that forward and reverse impedance 
interactions are prominently different in terms of dynamics and stability, even the 
cascaded converter control remains unchanged.  
When the power flow reverses, DAB converter becomes the load converter, and 
inverter turns to be the source converter. The following part will analysis the 
impedance interaction in reversed power flow, and the control scheme remains the 
same with forward power flow. 
4.3.1. DAB AND INVERTER IMPEDANCE IN REVERSE POWER FLOW 
When power flow reverses, DAB still controls the dc link voltage, DAB output 
current in forward power flow becomes the input current in opposite direction, the 
reference direction of DAB current loop also becomes opposite. Fig. 4-11 shows the 
block diagram of DAB converter in reversed power flow. 
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Fig. 4-11 Block diagram of DAB converter under voltage control in reversed power flow 
Under the control of DAB converter, dc link voltage can be expressed as: 
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(4.19) 
Then the input impedance in reversed power flow can be obtained as: 
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Compared with the output impedance (4.10) in forward power flow, DAB input 
impedance in reversed power is the same as the output impedance in forward power 
flow. 
For the inverter, when power flow is reversed, it works in the rectifier mode, and 
previous input dc current becomes the output current. As for the reference direction, 
the output current is opposite with the previous input current: 
The power balance between dc and ac side still exist and becomes: 
 ( ) ( )( )gd d d dc dc o oP P V I I V V I I       (4.21) 
The small signal power balance is obtained as: 
 
d gd dc o o dcP I V V I I V        (4.22) 
The reference directions of d- and q-axis current also change. The rectifier output 
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Fig. 4-13 Bode plots of inverter output impedance in rectifier mode with the variation of 𝐾𝑖 
from 0 to 2 pu 
dc dV I R
G   is the transfer function from the input of dc link voltage to the output of d-
axis current, and Fig. 4-12 shows the block diagram, which can be obtained by Fig. 
4-5 and (4.11) and (4.12). 
dc dV I R
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Fig. 4-13 shows the output impedance of inverter in reverse power flow. The phase 
shift is generally 0 in the low frequency, therefore the output impedance is 
generally resistive in low frequency range, different from the input impedance in 
forward power flow, and the impedance goes to inductive in the high frequency 
range.  With the increase of integrator gain, the resistive impedance covers wider 
frequency spectrum. So for the constant power converter, when transmit the same 
amount power, the output impedance in reversed power flow has an opposite sign to 
the input impedance in forward power flow. Then impedance minor loop gain can 
be obtained by (4.25). The Nyquist plots of the minor loop gain m RT   are shown in 
Fig. 4-14, which is compared with the forward power flow. 
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Fig. 4-14. Reversed power flow Nyquist plot  

















































  (4.25) 
In Fig. 4-14, it can be seen that the gain margin in the reversed power flow is much 
larger than that in conventional control, meaning that under the same condition, 
system is more stable in reversed power flow. Because the impedance of constant 
power converter toward dc link is resistive in the low frequency range, and it is 
negative in the forward power flow. 
Fig. 4-15 shows the Nyquist plots of impedance minor loop gain ( m RT  ) in reverse 
power flow, which is also under the variation of DAB impedance, the same 
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condition as in Fig. 4-10. In Fig. 4-15, it is clear that with the increasing of DAB 
impedance, the Nyquist plots still stay away from the unstable point (-1, 0), 
meaning that the system remains stable. But in forward power flow, the Nyquist 
plots tends to across the point of (-1, 0), indicating system tends to be unstable. So 
under the same condition, when DAB converter regulates dc link voltage and 
inverter controls the power, system is more stable in reversed power flow than the 
forward power flow. 
So conclusion can be drawn that to the direction of power flow, system will be 
more stable if the source converter controls the power and the load converter 
controls the dc link voltage. Because under this condition, the constant power 
converter presents resistive impedance to the dc link, and the impedance interaction 
will introduce less phase shift to the overall system.  
4.3.2. SIMULATION VEFIRICATION 
The derived input and output impedances at the common dc link are measured in 
this part. For the DAB converter, the output impedance is measured by replacing 
the rear three-phase inverter with a controlled ripple current source. Frequency and 
peak-to-peak magnitude IM  of this current source can be changed, which will, in 
turn, give rise to the peak-to-peak ripple voltage VM  measured across the current 
source and shown in Fig. 4-16. Then DAB output impedance at different 
frequencies, including the magnitude and phase, can then be computed by the 
following expressions (4.24), (4.25).  
At the frequency of 10 rad/s, the measured impedance magnitude and phase are 
respectively 1.23dB and 84.55°. This data, together with others measured at other 
frequencies, is plotted in Fig. 4-17. The measured results are compared with the 
















































Fig. 4-16 DAB output voltage and current at 10rad/s. 























































  (4.26) 
 Phase   (4.27) 
It should also be emphasized that the DAB forward and reverse impedances are not 
measured separately, since for a voltage-controlled converter, they are the same. 
Corresponding measurements for the three-phase inverter are plotted in Fig. 4-18 (a) 
for its forward input impedance and Fig. 4-18 (b) for its reverse output impedance.   
As shown, for the constant power inverter when as the load, the input impedance is 
negative in the low frequency range. When it works as the source, its low frequency 
output impedance is resistive. The measured results match the predicted results well, 
verifying the correctness of the inverter input impedance modelling. 
Fig. 4-19 shows the simulation results with variations of power flow. Inverter 
power reference 
*P has been periodically switched between forward (5kW) and 
reverse (5kW) power flows. DAB impedance is intentionally increased by 
reducing the voltage controller gain, and it can deteriorate the system stability, 
which highlights the stability difference. 
As anticipated, oscillation in forward power flow is generally larger than that in the 
reverse power flow, because of its weaker impedance interaction, resulted from the 
negative input resistance of the constant power inverter. Under the same condition, 
the reverse power flow is well-damped, because it presents resistive impedance to 
the dc link voltage in the low frequency part. Stabilities in different power flow 
directions are different, therefore, in bidirectional cascaded applications, control 
schemes for the elementary converters should be designed with optimal stability, 
which needs to consider the most sensitive impedance minor loop gain. 






































































































































Fig. 4-19 Simulation results of transition between forward and reversed power flow. 
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Fig. 4-20 Experimental dc-link voltage (Vdc), power through inverter (PINV) and power 









(a) dc-link voltage VDC, actual power flow PINV and ac output current Ia 









(b) dc-link voltage Vdc, actual power flow PDAB and dc output current IDAB 
Fig. 4-21 Experimental waveforms of (a) inverter and (b) DAB converter. 
The experimental prototype has been operated under a periodic power reference, 
stepping between 400W and 400W, and the parameters are shown in the appendix.  
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The DAB impedance is also enlarged to deteriorate the stability, which facilitates to 
show stability difference between different power flows.  
Fig. 4-20 depicts the power flow waveforms through the sub converter and the dc 
link voltage. More oscillations in forward power flow can be observed.  
The waveforms of converter output current and power are illustrated in Fig. 4-21(a) 
and (b). As shown, both the DAB and inverter currents are more oscillatory in the 
forward power flow, and for the inverter, the oscillation is reflected in the envelope 
of the ac current. The oscillations are introduced by the negative impedance of the 
rear constant power-controlled inverter in the forward direction. The destabilizing 
negative impedance is however not present when power reverses. The reversed 
power waveforms are thus more stable than the forward power flow. 
4.4. IMPEDANCE COORDINATIVE CONTROL 
As previously analyzed, the impedance interaction significantly affects the system 
dynamics and stability. The constant power sub-converter has different impedance 
behaviors between different power flow directions, which introduce more instability 
and uncertainties to the bidirectional system. Then the following part of this chapter 
will propose a method to coordinate the impedance behavior of the constant power 
converter in bidirectional application, and it can make the bidirectional converter 
impedance alike each other, greatly stabilizing the cascaded converter system.  
4.4.1. ANALYSIS OF IMPEDANCE COORDINATIVE CONTROL 
As analyzed, in the cascaded interface converter system, conventional control 
methods use DAB converter working at voltage mode to maintain common dc link 
voltage， and implement the inverter to control the power flow as a constant power 
converter. The impedance of voltage controlled converter stays the same between 
forward and reversed power flow, but for the constant power converter, its 
impedance to the common dc link is different between forward and reversed power 
flow, which causes the stability difference between different power flow directions. 
So the proposed control modifies the impedance of constant power converter to 
have similar performance between forward and reversed power flow. The control 
scheme of the proposed control is shown in Fig. 4-22.  
An impedance controller is implemented in the power loop. The common dc link 
voltage is sampled and fed back to the inverter control unit. Then the dc link 
voltage is compared with the reference, hereby the error is used to modify the 
power reference. Since the impedance controller is implemented in the outer loop, 
so the time scale is second, then the conventional low frequency negative 
impedance can be eliminated, and at the same time, the constant power flow can  








































Fig. 4-22 Control scheme of impedance control 
still be achieved, because the output of impedance controller is 0 in steady state. 
4.4.2. IMPEDANCE MODELLING  
In forward power flow, inverter input impedance can also be obtained by the power 
balance equations, as: 
 
d gd dc o o dcP I V V I I V        (4.28) 



















G s  is the transfer function from the inverter dc side voltage to the ac 
side output current on d-axis, and Fig. 4-23 shows the block diagram of 
* ( )
dc dV I
G s . 
As depicted in Fig. 4-23, the red lines represent the new added impedance 
controller function path. The corresponding transfer function of 
* ( )
dc dV I























































Fig. 4-23 Block diagram of  *
dc dV I




















Fig. 4-24 Block diagram of  *
dc dV I R
G s  (Reversed power flow) 
In the impedance control, the relationship between dc side voltage and ac side 
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In reversed power flow, inverter operates in the rectifier mode, and its output 
impedance can also be obtained by the power balance equation as (4.26). 
Correspondingly, 
* ( )
dc dV I R
G s   is the transfer function from dc side voltage to ac 
side current on d-axis, and its block diagram is shown in   Fig. 4-24. 
The transfer function of 
*
dc dV I R
G   can be expressed as: 







































Similar with forward power flow,  *
dc dV I R
G s  constitutes the conventional 
(s)
dc dV I R
G   and the impedance controller path  Z gdG s V .  
Correspondingly, in reverse power flow, inverter output impedance to the common 
dc link voltage can be obtained as: 
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(s)ZG is the impedance controller transfer function.  
For the optional requirement of stability, it is needed to increase the input 
impedance of current controlled converter, as well as get rid of the negative 
impedance. To present resistive impedance to the dc link voltage, the impedance 
controller is designed with a proportional value.  
As in (4.29), if 1.5 (s)Z oG I and1.5 (s)Z inG I , the low frequency negative input 
impedance can be avoided. But (s)ZG  is not the larger the better, because excessive 
increasing the value will reduce the inverter impedance towards the common dc 
link, which will introduce instability to the cascaded system. Thus make the system 
impedance unaffected by the reference current, (s)ZG  can be designed with a 
proportional values two or 3 times of the maximum inverter dc current, and also the 
value should be within the stability area of inverter control block diagram. 
Fig. 4-25 shows inverter bidirectional impedance towards the common dc link, 
which are the input impedance in forward power flow and output impedance in 
reversed power flow. 
As shown to the common dc link voltage, the inverter impedances towards the dc 
link are both resistive in the low frequency range, and the bidirectional impedances 
are more similar with each other, compared with conventional control. In the 
proposed control, the negative impedance in conventional CPL is successfully 
turned to resistive impedance.  













































Fig. 4-25 Inverter Input and output impedance with the impedance controller 
4.4.3. ANALYSIS OF MINOR LOOP GAIN 
Based on previous impedance modelling, the bidirectional impedance minor loop 
gain in the proposed control can be written as:  
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  (4.34) 
















































Fig. 4-26 Bode plots of bidirectional minor loop gain in the proposed control 
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(a) Tm in forward power flow                      (b) Tm-R in reversed power flow 
Fig. 4-27 Bidirectional Nyquist plots of the minor loop gain in the impedance control 
As shown in , mT in the forward power flow is almost the same as m RT   in reversed 
power flow. The phase shift of the bidirectional impedance minor loop gain ranges 
from 90° in the low frequency part to -90° in the high frequency part. 
Fig. 4-27 shows the bidirectional Nyquist plots of the impedance minor loop gain. 
As shown in Fig. 4-27, the DAB impedance ( DABZ ) is intentionally increased to 
deteriorate the stability, and it is the same condition with conventional control in 
Fig. 4-10 and Fig. 4-15. As depicted in Fig. 4-27 (a), in the forward power flow, 
with the increase of DAB impedance, mT  always stays away from the unstable 
point (-1,0), meaning that the system is stable with the increasing of DAB 
impedance. Fig. 4-27 (b) shows the minor loop gain in reversed power flow, and the 
m RT  also keeps away from the unstable point, representing that the system stability 
can be maintained. Therefore the impedance interaction in the proposed control is 
more bidirectional stable. 
4.4.4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION 
4.4.4.1 Simulations 
The simulation parameters are shown in the appendix. 
Fig. 4-28 illustrates the simulation measured inverter bidirectional impedance under 
the impedance control, with 1kW transmitted power. As shown, towards the dc link, 
the measured inverter impedances behave similar between forward and reversed 
power flow, both resistive in the low frequency range and goes to inductive in the 
high frequency range. The measured results match the predicted value in Fig. 4-25.  
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Fig. 4-29 Simulation results of conventional control and the impedance control 
Fig. 4-29 shows the compared simulation esults between conventinoal control and 
the proposed impedance control. The  DAB voltage controller gain is intentionally 
reduced to show the stability differentce. Power reference is also periodic square 
wave, with the frequency of 1Hz, steping between -5kW and 5kW. 
As shown in Fig. 4-29, betfore 1.4 s, conventional control is activated, and it is 
clearly that osscillations in reversed power flow are better damped than in the 
forward power flow, because, in reversed power flow, inverter presents resistive 
impedance to dc link votlage, while it presntes negative impedance in forward 
power flow. After 1.4s, in the proposed impedance control, the osscillations in both 
forward and reversed power flow are effectively damped. Since in the proposed 
impedance control, the negative impedance is avoided, and the system becomes 
bidirectional stable.   
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4.4.4.2  Experiments 
Experiment parameters are shown in the appendix. Fig. 4-30, Fig. 4-31 and Fig. 
4-32 are the experiment results, in which the DAB impedance is intentionally 
reduced to deteriorate the system stability. In the experiment, the power reference 
changes between 400W and -400W, and the period is 2s. Also the DAB voltage 
controller is intentionally reduced to highlight the stability difference. 
Fig. 4-30 shows the comparing experimental waveforms. As shown before the dash 
line control method is conventional control, and after dash line, it transfers to the 
proposed impedance control. In conventional control, dynamic oscillations in 
forward power flow are much bigger than in the reversed power flow. But in the 
proposed impedance control, oscillations become effectively damped in both 
forward and reversed power flow. Therefore the proposed control manages to 
improve the bidirectional stability, and then the system has similar stability between 
forward and reversed power flow. 
 Fig. 4-31depicts the detail curves of inverter, including the dc side voltage, inverter 
power and current output. 

















(a)Conventional control                      (b) Proposed Impedance control 
Fig. 4-31 Experiment results of the DC-link voltage, inverter power and current output 







Conventional control Proposed control
 
Fig. 4-32 Experiment results of the DC-link voltage, DAB power and current output 
As in Fig. 4-31 (a), under conventional control, inverter ac side current and power 
has apparent oscillations when the power output is 400W in forward direction. In 
Fig. 4-31 (b) in the proposed control, the steady state of power output, dc side 
voltage is more stable than conventional control. 
Fig. 4-32 shows the detail wave forms of DAB, including the current output, 
voltage output and power output. As depicted, under conventional control, 
significant oscillations occur in both the DAB current and power output, but in the 
proposed impedance control, the wave forms are more stable. 
Experiment results verify that the impedance controller on the constant power 
inverter can alter the negative impedance, contributing the cascaded system better 
stability. The impedance control manages to reform the impedance interaction 
become more similar between different power flow directions.  
4.5. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the impedance based stability assessment is implemented to evaluate 
the stability of the cascaded interface converter.  
The impedance of DAB converter and inverter in conventional control have been 
modelled, and the results show that under voltage control, the impedance of DAB 
converter presented to the dc link is the same between forward and reversed power 
flow. With constant power control, the impedance of inverter presented to the dc 
link is different from forward and reversed power flow, and in the forward power 
flow, inverter impedance presents negative impedance in the low frequency to the 
dc link, but when the power flow is reversed, the impedance to the dc link is 
resistive in the corresponding low frequency range. Therefore in the reversed power 
flow, the resistive impedance is more stable than the negative impedance in forward 
power flow. 
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 So an important guide line can be offered to conventional cascaded converter, 
which is that system will be more stable if using the power controlled converter as 
the source, and dc link voltage maintaining converter as the load. Based on this 
issue, this chapter also presents an impedance control method on the constant power 
converter to create resistive impedance in the low frequency range to take the place 
of conventional negative impedance, and at the same time maintain the resistive 
impedance in reversed power flow, and then the interface converter will be more 
bidirectional stable. 
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CHAPTER 5. PROPORTIOANL 
CONTROL FOR CASCADED DC-AC 
INTERFACE CONVERTER  
PI controllers are frequently implemented in a cascaded converter system to control 
the dc link voltage, because they can achieve zero steady state error by the high 
gain at low frequency. However the accurate tracking is at the expense of lifting the 
control system type number, which results the system more difficult to control. This 
chapter will firstly analyze the dc link voltage control issue in two stage cascaded 
converter, after that a coordinate dc link voltage control method is proposed, which 
only uses a proportional regulator for maintaining dc link voltage. This control 
method can: achieve zero steady state error on the dc link voltage; reduce the 
control system type number; improve the damping performance. Compared with the 
conventional PI control, the proposed control is totally symmetric, and it can have 
less impedance interaction between source converter and load converter. It can also 
be implemented in other general two stage cascaded converters, and suitable for 
both unidirectional and bidirectional applications.  
5.1. CONTROLLER AND TYPES OF CONSTROL SYSTEMS 
5.1.1. INTEGRAL CONTROLLER 
In conventional proportional control, which does not possess the integrator 1 s , 
steady state error or offset to the input reference will exist, and this problem can be 
solved by introducing an integrator into the controller, and then the whole 
controlled is named PI controller[81].  The transfer function of PI controller can be 
expressed as: 





   (5.1) 
For the integrator, the benefit is the removing of the offset and steady-state error, 
but it may also introduce undesirable factor to the systems, which is the oscillatory 
response of slowly decreasing amplitude, or even the unstable condition with 
increasing amplitude. 
After eliminating steady state error, control system might suffer output error with 
other kinds of inputs. For instance, a system, with no steady-state error to a step 
input, may behave with steady-state error under a ramp input. Under a given type of 
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input, whether a control system will have steady-state error or not depends on the 
type of system open-loop transfer function. 
Control systems type may be classified based their ability to track different kinds of 
input, such as the step input, ramp input, acceleration input, and so on. The 
magnitude of the steady state errors indicate the goodness of the control system. 
For a unity feedback control system, its open loop transfer function is expressed as: 
  
    






K T s T s T s
G s
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  (5.2) 
The item 
Ns in the dominator indicates the multiplicity of the pole at the origin 
point. Based on the value of N , such as 0N  ， 1N  ， 2N  ， the control 
system will be correspondingly called type 0, type 1, type 2 system[82]. Attention is 
needed that it is different from the order of a system.  
The higher the type number is, the more accuracy the system will be. On the other 
hand, higher type number aggravates more stability problems. So conventionally a 
compromise has to be made between the control accuracy and the stability. 
Therefore type 0, type 1 and type 2 control systems are widely used in practical 
application, and type 3 or higher type control system are rarely seen, because they 
are difficult to maintain stable. 
5.2. SYSTEM TYPE IN CASCADED CONVERTER  
For the cascaded interface converter, conventional control methods use one sub 
converter to maintain the dc link voltage, and the other to control the power flow. 
For instance cascaded DAB with inverter in Fig. 5-1, DAB converter controls the 
dc link voltage and inverter regulates the power output. The dc link voltage control 
patch can be obtained from Fig. 5-1, and Fig. 5-2 shows the block diagram of dc 
link voltage control scheme. As shown, a PI controller is used to eliminate the 
steady state error of dc link voltage[ 83 ] and improving the current tracking 
performance, and  iG s is the open loop transfer function of the current loop. 
Therefore the open loop transfer funciton of the dc link voltage control is written as 
 (5.3), where  V openG s is the open loop transfer function of the votlage loop, and 
VPK ViK are respectively the proportional and integral parameter inthe PI controller. 
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Fig. 5-1  Control scheme of cascaded DAB with inverter 




















Fig. 5-2  Block diagram of dc link voltage control 
From  (5.3), it can be observed that in conventional control, dc link voltage control 
system is a typical type 2 control system, resulted from the existance of dc capacitor 
and the PI ocntroller. When eliminating the steady-state error on the dc link voltage, 
the PI controller also introduces more oscillary factor the the dc link voltage, and 
the system becomes more difficult to control. 
For the grid interface converter, the staiblity and reliability is extremely 
important[84], because it is the foundation for the system operations[85], and the 
response time of power sytem is much slower than the power electronic based 
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converter[86].  Additionaly the dc link votlage reference normally is an fixed value, 
so it is unnecessary to sacrifice the stability to design the dc link votlage control to 
be type 2 control system. Therefore if the control system type number can be 
reduced from type 2 to type 1, then the stability of the grid interface converter will 
be greatly improved, which is substantially benefit for the grid interface covnerter. 
The next part, a type number reduced control method will be proposed. 
5.3. SYSTEM TYPE REDUCED CONTROL FOR CASCADED 
CONVERTER 
Conventional type 2 control system can maintain the dc link voltage on the 
reference value, at the expense of raising the system type number. So it would be 
challenging and great benefit to formulate an alternative control method which will 
not lift system type model, at the same time remains the zero steady state error 
voltage tracking.  
Therefore this chapter proposes a coordinated control scheme implementing only 
the proportional controller for controlling the dc link voltage. Accurate voltage 
tracking is still achieved, and this is realized without increasing the control system 
type, which is named as the coordinated proportional control. The proposed control 
designs the scheme based on the principle of balancing power flow at the dc link of 
two stages cascaded converters, and this method also works in other two stages 
cascaded systems. 
5.3.1. PASSIVE INTEGRATORS 
Passive integrators are widely used in conventional analog control circuit [87], and 
op-amp circuit [88]. As shown in Fig. 5-3, passive integrator refers to the circuit of 
four-terminal network consisting of two passive elements, where capacitor is 
necessary. It is also a typical first-order low-pass filter. This circuit can realize the 
integral calculation. The voltage on the capacitor can be written as: 








Fig. 5-3  Passive integrator circuit 
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There is also dc link capacitor in the cascaded converter system. So the proposed 
control method will utilize the dc link capacitor to reduce the control system type 
number.  
5.3.2. OPERATING PRINCIPLES 
Coordinated proportional control employs both the sub converters, DAB and 
inverter, to regulate the dc link voltage. It is different from the conventional control 
discussed previously, which only one sub converter regulates the dc link voltage by 
promoting power to dc link when the voltage drops, and exacting power when then 
voltage raises. Compared with DAB converter, for dc link voltage regulation, 
inverter control action is reversed, because inverter raises the dc link voltage by 
exacting less power from the dc link, and reduce the dc link voltage by promoting 
power output to utility grid. The difference in power output between DAB and 
inverter will be integrated on the dc link capacitor to vary the dc link voltage level. 
Fig. 5-3 shows the block diagram of the coordinated proportional control.  
Compared with Fig. 5-1, the proposed control uses the same inner power loop 
structure, and the major difference is the dc link voltage control unit. The 
coordinated proportional control only uses a simple proportional controller, instead 
of conventional PI controller. The output of this controller is fed to both the DAB 
converter and inverter power loops, differing from that in Fig. 5-1, solely to the 
DAB converter. Substantially, providing the controller output ∆𝑃  to both sub-
converters can improve the ride-through ability when one sub-converter fails. For 







































































Fig. 5-3  Coordinated-proportional control scheme for cascaded converter 
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link voltage, but not the conventional schemes only rely on DAB converter for dc 
link voltage regulation. The compromise expected by the proposed control under 
the fault condition will be a non-zero dc link voltage error, because the proportional 
voltage controller at that time will behave as normal proportional control with 
steady state error. But the error does not exist under normal operating conditions. 
At the same time DAB and inverter are both responsible for the power flow control, 
so the power reference (
*P ) is given to both of them. The output of voltage 
controller is positively fed to DAB converter power reference and negatively fed to 
inverter power reference. So the power references for DAB and inverter can be 
expressed as: 
 * *
DABP P P    (5.5) 
 * *
INVP P P    (5.6) 
Where P  is the output of the proportional voltage controller, expressed as: 
  *V dc dcP K V V     (5.7) 
So if the dc link voltage has offset from reference value, the proportional controller 
will generate power variations to DAB and inverter power reference. Therefore 
power output difference between DAB and inverter will be generated, and this 
power difference will be integrated on the dc link capacitor. According to the 
conservation law of energy, the relationship between dc link voltage and power 




     (5.8) 
Here 2
dcV is the offset between 
2
0dcV  and 
2
dcV . The voltage level of dc link is 
determined by the energy stored on the dc link capacitor, and the stored energy is 
the integration of the power difference between DAB and inverter.  
Although there is no integrator in the control unit, but in the proposed control 
scheme, the dc link capacitor is the integrator for the dc link voltage, therefore in 
the proposed control strategy, the passive integrator in the main circuit is combined 
with the control unit. In normal steady state, P is zero for that the interface 
converter only transfers power, not consumes. So power coming from the DAB 
converter has to be completely delivered by the inverter to the grid. According to 
above equations, 2
dcV and hence dcV  should be zero even only a simple 
proportional controller KP is used here. 
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5.3.3. CONTROL SYSTEM TYPE ANLYSIS 
In Fig. 5-3, in the proposed control, proportional controller takes the place of 
conventional PI controller, and then dc link voltage control block diagram can be 
obtained, shown in Fig. 5-4. To obtain the linear model of dc link voltage control, 
the linearized energy model is built here to evaluate the dc link voltage control, so 
the terms of 𝑉𝑑𝑐
2  is used here.  DABG s and  INVG s are respectively the closed 
power control loop transfer functon of DAB and inverter. Based on Fig. 5-4, open-
loop transfer function of the dc link voltage control is written as: 




G s K G s G s
Cs
      (5.9) 
It can be observed that the proposed control is a typical type 1 control system. Fig. 
5-5 shows the bode plots of dc link voltage control, including the conventional 





















































































































(a)                                                                     (b) 
 
Fig. 5-5  Open-loop Bode diagrams plotted with (a) conventional and (b) 
proposed DC-link voltage control 
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As depicted in Fig. 5-5 (a), in conventional control, the phase-shift is 180 at low 
frequency, indicating the control system is typical type 2 system. Fig. 5-5 (b) is the 
proposed coordinate control, the phase shift is 90 in the low frequency range. 
Therefore dc link voltage in the proposed control scheme behaves as a typical type 
1 system. This reduction of control system type number in the proposed control is 
substantially created by the absence of the extra pole at the origin point, which is 
introduced by the integral parameter of PI controller in conventional control. 
5.3.4. DC-LINK VOLTAGE OSCILLATION UNDER POWER REFERENCE 
VARIATION 
For the dc link voltage control, the reference value ( *
dcV ) determines the steady state 
level, but it will also be influenced by the power reference
*P dynamically. 
Therefore this part will analysis the relationship between power reference variations 
and the dc link voltage.  
The block diagrams of conventional control and the proposed control are redrawn in 
Fig. 5-6, focusing on the power reference interference effect on the dc link voltage. 
*P  is rearranged as the input, and 2
dcV  located on the right terminal as the output.  
Here the system performance is analyzed through the energy model [89], so 2










































(b) Proposed schemes 
Fig. 5-6  Energy-based block diagrams with 
*P  as input and  2
dcV as output. 
 









































Frequency (rad/s)  
Fig. 5-7 Bode diagrams plotted for Fig 5-5 (a) and (b). 
Based on Fig. 5-6, bode diagrams can be plotted, as shown in Fig. 5-7, and the bode 
plots will show how the power reference 
*P  affects the dynamic oscillation of 2
dcV . 
In the bode plots, a higher attenuation represents a smaller oscillation that mutative 
power reference will caused on 2
dcV . It can be observed that the dash line of the 
proposed control manages to attenuate the interference better.  So under power 
reference variations, the proposed control can maintain dc link voltage with smaller 
oscillations than conventional control. 
5.3.5. DC LINK VOLTAGE DAMPING PERFORMANCE 
The damping performance of dc link voltage can be evaluated through the root loci 
[90], and the root loci of conventional and the proposed control scheme can be 
obtained from the control block diagram in Fig. 5-6. High order smaller time 
constant is omitted in case of complicating the root loci. The root loci of 
conventional control and the proposed control are respectively shown in Fig. 5-8 
and Fig. 5-9. As shown, both the root loci of conventional control and the proposed 
control contain two parts, named part 1 and part 2. Part 1 in Fig. 5-8, which is the 
conventional control, locates closer to the vertical axis than the part 1 in the 
proposed control, which means that the proposed control can damped the oscillation 
more effectively.  Part 2 in the proposed control locates along the real axis on the 
left half plane, while the corresponding part 2 in conventional control contains the 
components of vertical axis, so it means that conventional control will oscillatory, 
but the proposed one will not. 
Therefore, the proposed control provides better damping performance than the 
conventional scheme. 
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Fig. 5-8 Root loci obtained with conventional DC-link voltage control. 






















































Fig. 5-9 Root loci obtained with proposed DC-link voltage control. 
5.3.6. DESIGN OF PROPORTIONAL GAIN  
In the proposed coordinate proportional control, the dc link voltage control block 
diagram is shown in Fig. 5-10 (a), and then tuning of the proportional gain can be 
performed according to this block diagram. In Fig. 5-10 (a), the power reference 
*P  behaves as a disturbance, therefore it can be ignored. (s)DABG and (s)INVG  are 
respectively the closed power loop transfer function, which can be obtained by the 
current loop block diagram, and they can be written as (5.9) and (5.10) which are 
obtained by the block diagram in Fig. 3-5 and Fig. 4-3. Then the proportional 
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(c) Bode diagram 
Fig. 5-10 Illustration of proposed DC-link voltage control with increasing K 
Fig. 5-10 shows the bode plots of the dc link voltage control with the variation of 
this controller gain. It can be seen that the larger the proportional controller is, the 
wider the control bandwidth is. At the same time, the phase margin reduces with the 
increasing of this controller gain. 
5.4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION 
In the simulation and experiment, the proposed control is compared with 
conventional control. The same proportional dc link voltage controller gain is used 
for both control schemes, where same power controllers in DAB and inverter are 
applied. Simulation and experiment parameters are shown in the appendix. 
5.4.1. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The first simulation scenario is the step-changing power reference
*P , between 
2kW and 7kW, and the period is 0.5 s. Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12 shows the simulation 
results of conventional control and the coordinate proportional control. The other 
simulation scenario is that the dc link voltage under repeated step reference *
dcV , 
stepping between 800 V and 900 V every 0.5 s. 
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Fig. 5-12 Simulation results of coordinate proportional control stepping power reference. 
Fig. 5-11 shows the simulation results of conventional control, where a 128.6 V 
peak to peak oscillation on the dc link voltage is observed. While in the coordinate 
proportional control scheme, the corresponding peak-to-peak oscillation is reduced 
to 67.7V in Fig. 5-12. Therefore the proposed control can effectively damp the 
interference triggered by power reference variations. 
Fig. 5-13 shows the performance of conventional control. As shown, the dc link 
voltage has a typical second-order overshoot, and oscillation can also be observed.  
Fig. 5-14 shows the waveforms under the coordinate proportional control. In the 
proposed control, the features of type 2 system can not be seen, such as overshoot 
and oscillations. The coordinate proportional control is a dynamically faster and 
more stable type 1 system. In the proposed control, the responsibility of dc link 
voltage control is shared between DAB converter and inverter, and this leads to a 
smaller power variation on DAB converter, because the extra power variation is 
imposed on the inverter. But in conventional control, inverter output power will not 
experience power variation like Fig. 5-13. However, in conventional control, the 





































































































Fig. 5-14 Simulation results of coordinate proportional control with stepping dc link voltage 
reference 
peak to peak oscillation in DAB converter is more than 4 kW, so DAB bear all the 
stress of dc link voltage regulation, and this generally should be discouraged.  So in 
terms of spreading stresses between the sub-converters, the proposed scheme is 
more optimized than conventional control scheme. 
5.4.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Fig. 5-15 shows experiment waveforms of dc link voltage ( dcV ), DAB output power 
( DABP ) and current ( DABI ), where power reference 
*P  stepping between 0 and 800 
W every 0.5 s. As shown, in conventional control, the peak to peak voltage 
oscillation is 32 V, with the rising time of 0.026 s. Under the same condition, in the 
proposed control, oscillations and rising time are immediately reduced to 21 V and 
0.007 s, which effectively demonstrate the improvement of the coordinate 
proportional control.  
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Fig. 5-16 Experimental DC-link voltage, inverter power and output current under 𝑃∗ 
stepping. 
Fig. 5-16 shows the detail waveforms of dc link voltage ( dcV ), inverter output 
voltage and current in phase ( aV , ai ).  Similar with before, the power output rising 
time of the coordinate proportional control is 0.016 s, while conventional control 
costs 0.02 s. So in the proposed control, the dynamic performance of inverter is also 
improved. 
The second experimental set is performed with stepping dc link voltage, where the 
reference *
dcV  changing between 362.5 V and 437.5 V every 0.5 s.  
Fig. 5-17 shows the experimental waveforms, in which the control scheme transfers 
from the proposed one to conventional one after the dash line.  
Clearly shown in Fig. 5-17(a) and (b), under the proposed scheme, response speed 
of dc link voltage is faster. And also it can be seen that the proposed control is 
typical type 1 control system. In  Fig. 5-17(b), when the proposed control is 
activated, the inverter power and current output engage disturbed component, which  
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400V
 
                                   (a).                                                                    (b) 
Fig. 5-17 Transition from proposed to conventional scheme with stepping dc link voltage 
reference 
*
dcV . (a)DC-link voltage, DAB power and output current (b) DC-link voltage, 
inverter power and output current 
are anticipated since the inverter shares the responsibility of controlling dc link 
voltage with the DAB.  
Therefore, the experiment successfully verified the optimized features of the 
coordinate proportional control for the interface converter between dc active 
distribution network and the grid 
5.5. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the definition of control system type is introduced, and the analysis 
of conventional control schemes with PI voltage regulator is presented. For stability 
improvement, a coordinate proportional control scheme is proposed in this chapter.  
With simply a proportional voltage controller, the proposed control scheme 
manages to maintain the dc link voltage with zero steady state error. Therefore, 
compared with conventional control schemes with PI voltage controller, the control 
system type number is reduced. The proportional controller saves the pole 
introduced by PI controller in conventional control, thus controller tuning is greatly 
simplified, and the stability is substantially improved. 
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CHAPTER 6. FRONT TO END 
IMPEDANCE CONTROL IN 
CASCADED AC-DC CONVERTER   
In cascaded system, impedance interaction plays an important role in terms of the 
system dynamics and stability. Different control schemes result in different 
impedance behavior, such as the constant power converter, voltage mode 
converter. This chapter analyses the impedance behavior of typical voltage source 
converter, constant power converter, and proposes a conception, named front to 
end impedance control, which is capable to modify the front source converter and 
end load converter to present resistive low frequency impedance to the dc link, 
which can substantially improve the cascaded system stability. Also the proposed 
control method can adjust the cascaded system more bidirectional stable. 
6.1. IMPEDANCE BEHAVIOR IN DC-DC VOLTAGE MODE 
CONVERTER 
Voltage source represents a two terminal device that is capable to maintain fixed 
output voltage [91]. Ideal voltage mode converter is assumed to maintain the 
output voltage constant, and its output voltage is independent of the load 
resistance or the output current. A practical industrial voltage source is the voltage 
mode converter, which operates with a specified output voltage, and aims to 
maintain this voltage constant. However, a practical voltage source converter 
cannot be totally independent of output current. For analysis, real-world voltage 
sources can be modeled as a combination of an ideal voltage source and 
an impedance element, which is the output impedance. 
For voltage source converter, capacitor filter is necessary to hold the output 
voltage. To achieve zero steady state error, proportional and integral (PI) 
controller will be generally used regulate the voltage output. Inside the voltage 
control loop, there is normally the current functioning structure, which can be 
represented as the current loop. These common structures can be observed in 
typical voltage converter, such as the converters shown in Fig. 6-1, buck converter, 
boost converter, buck boost converter, rectifier, and dual active bridges converter 
[92, 93, 94].  
Therefore, the general block diagram for voltage source DC converter can be 
illustrated as Fig. 6-2. In Fig. 6-2， (s)i plantG  is the transfer function of current 
functioning loop; (s)VG  is the voltage controller transfer function, oV  is the  
































































(d) Dual active bridge converter  
Fig. 6-1 Typical voltage source converter scheme 
    Voltage controller 
Capacitor filter 
                 Current function structure 
output dc voltage. The voltage output can be written as:  
  
   
       
* 1V i plant
o o o
V i plant V i plant
G s G s
V s V I





  (6.1) 
And then the output impedance of PI controlled voltage source converter can be 
expressed as: 
 



























































Fig. 6-3 Bode plots of impedance under voltage control 
Normally, the inner current functioning loop is much faster than the outer voltage 
loop. For the analysis of the voltage loop performance, the inner current loop can be 











According to (6.3), the output impedance is greatly determined by the voltage 
controller  VG s and the capacitor filter. Practically, PI controller is widely used in 
the voltage loop to eliminate steady state error. The transfer function of PI 
controller can be expressed as: 





  (6.4) 
The bode plot of the output impedance is plotted in Fig. 6-3. As shown, the output 
impedance is generally inductive in the low frequency range, and capacitive in the 
high frequency range. The low frequency inductive feature is affected by the 
voltage controller, and the capacitive feature in high frequency is determined by the 
capacitor filter. This result is identical with references [95, 96, 97]. Therefore 
conclusion can be drawn that the voltage controller affects the output impedance of 
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low frequency range, and capacitor filter determines the high frequency range. The 
corner frequencies are related to the parameters and the filter capacitance value. 
6.2. IMPEDANCE BEHAVIOR IN CURRENT AND POWER MODE 
CONVERTER 
Current source refers to the device that can output or absorb a specified current. 
[98]. Ideal current source is assumed to maintain the terminal current constant, 
independent of the voltage cross it. A practical industrial current source is a current 
mode converter, operating with a specified current, and aims to maintain the output 
current constant. However, a practical current source converter cannot be totally 
independent of output voltage. For analysis, practical current source can be 
modeled as an ideal current source with parallel output impedance. When the 
current source absorbs power, this impedance is viewed as input impedance; while 
the current source delivers current, this impedance turns to the output impedance.  
For the ideal current source converter, the impedance is assumed infinite. Actually, 
it is impossible to make the infinite characteristic. Moreover, in the power system, 
converter usually works in power mode, meaning that the current source is a 
voltage controlled current source.  
In industry, a current source normally is an electric converter in current control. 
Therefore inductor filter in the power converter is necessary, and a current 
controller is implemented to regulate the output current [99, 100]. The output 
current is determined by the voltage difference between the two terminals of 
inductor filter, and the output of current controller is fed to a voltage functioning 
block, which is normally the modulation unit [101, 102]. These principles can be 
seen in Fig. 6-4 (a) and (b), the typical current source converter. 
So when working as the load, the normal current source converter can be 
represented as Fig. 6-4. In Fig. 6-4,  iG s is the current controller,  V plantG s is the 
functioning block between the output of current controller and the voltage in front 
of the inductor filter. For instance the current load converter, input current can be 
expressed as  (6.5). 
  
   
   
   
*1 i V plant
in in
i V plant i V plant
G s G s
I s V I





  (6.5) 
Then the input impedance of current source converter is written as  (6.6).  
    in i V plantZ s Ls G s G     (6.6) 











































(c) Block diagram of current source converter 
Fig. 6-4 Current mode converter 
    Current controller 
Inductor filter 
                 Voltage function structure 
The input impedance of current mode converter is determined by the inductor 
filter ( L ) and the current controller  iG s . In the control loop, within control 
bandwidth 
V plantG  can be recognized as a proportional value. 





















































Fig. 6-6 Control block diagram of voltage controlled current source converter 









   (6.7) 
Fig. 6-5 shows the bode plot of the current load converter. As shown, the output 
impedance of current load converter is capacitive in the low frequency part, and 
inductive in the high frequency part. This is because the PI current controller drives 
the low frequency impedance capacitive, and the inductor filter promotes the output 
impedance inductive in the high frequency part.  
Fig. 6-6 shows the control block diagram of constant power load converter, and 
according to this, the input current can be expressed as: 
  
   
   
   
*1 i V plant
in o
i V plant in i V plant
G s G sP
I s V





  (6.8) 




































Fig. 6-7 Impedance bode plots of constant power converter input impedance 
Also the voltage plant block can be recognized as unit 1 for simplified analysis. 










Ls G s V Ls G s
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  (6.9) 
Small signal can be obtained by: 
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  (6.10) 
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  (6.11) 
Fig. 6-7 shows the input impedance of the constant power converter. As shown, for 
constant power converter, the input impedance is -180° in the low frequency range, 
because of the constant power effect [103]; it goes to capacitive and inductive with 
the increasing of frequency. This spectrum indicates the impedance performance of 
the constant power converter. The -180° phase shift means that when the small  
signal of input current will go against the small signal of input current. This is a 
destabilizing effect, explained as negative impedance instability [104]. 
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6.3. INSTABILITY AND SOLUTIONS IN CASCADED CONVERTER  
For the cascaded interface converter, conventional control methods use one sub 
converter to control the dc link voltage, and the other sub converter controls the 















  (6.12) 
Here the input and output impedance are written in the forms of magnitude and 
phase angle. If the source converter controls dc link voltage, it will be a voltage 
source converter, and load converter controls the fixed power, therefore it is 
constant power converter.  
As previous analyzed, output impedance of voltage source converter is inductive in 
the low frequency part, where o is 90°. The constant power converter is negative 
impedance in the low frequency range, where in is -180°, so in the low frequency 
part, T  is 270°. In the high frequency part, o is -90° and I is 90°, then T is -
180°. Therefore T ranges from 270° in the low frequency to -180° in the high 
frequency, which introduces significant phase shift to the overall system. If the load 
converter input impedance becomes small, which happens in high power occasion, 
or the source converter output impedance is large enough, meaning the source 
converter is slow and weak, then the instability phenomenon of mT  will 
appear[105].   
6.3.1. RESISTIVE OUTPUT IMPEDANCE VS INDUCTIVE INPUT 
IMPEDANCE 
As described in Chapter 4, for the CPL converter, when it works as the source, its 
output impedance can be obtained as Fig. 6-8.  
The output current can be obtained as: 
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   
   
   
*1 i V plant
o o
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  (6.13) 
The voltage function  V plantG s is recognized as a proportional value, and then the 
small signal modelling of current output can be obtained by: 
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  (6.14) 
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  (6.15) 
The bode diagram of output impedance is shown in Fig. 6-9. As shown, when as the 
source, the negative impedance in the low frequency range is replaced by the 
resistive impedance.  
If it is feasible to set the constant power converter as the source, and the voltage 
converter as the load, then the minor loop gain can be analyzed as: 
















  (6.16) 
In the low frequency range, θ 0o  , θin =90°, then T  is 90°. In the high frequency 
part, θo is 90°, and the voltage mode converter is capacitive, θin is -90°, therefore in 
the high frequency range, θT is -180° . In conclusion, θT  ranges from 90° in low 
frequency to -180° in high frequency, much smaller than that condition in 
conventional control, from -270° to 180°. So setting the constant power converter at 
the source point can make the system more stable than deploying it as the load. 
However this can only be applied in unidirectional power flow, not suitable for 
bidirectional power flow, because the reversed power flow will bring back the 
instable negative impedance.  





























Fig. 6-10 Implementation of impedance controller on the constant load power converter 
Another solution is to modify the negative impedance of constant power converter 
to resistive impedance through an impedance controller. The block diagram is 
shown in Fig. 6-10.  
If the impedance controller is designed with a proportional value, then in the low 
frequency range, considering the small signal, input current can be expressed as: 
      
 
   
 
*
1 Z in i
in in in in
i in in i
P K V G s
I s I s V V
Ls G s V V Ls G s
 
   
   
  (6.17) 
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  (6.18) 
Therefore the input impedance can be expressed as: 
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  (6.19) 
If *
inK I , then 0inZ  , meaning that the input impedance is resistive and the bode 
plot is shown in Fig. 6-11, where it is resistive in the low frequency and inductive in 














  (6.20) 
The two impedances are shown in Fig. 6-3 and Fig. 6-11, and then in the low 
frequency range, 𝜃𝑜 = 90° , 𝜃𝑖𝑛 = 0 , so 𝜃𝑇 = 90° . In the high frequency range, 
𝜃𝑜 = −90°,  𝜃𝑖𝑛 = 90°, then 𝜃𝑇 = −180°.  Therefore 𝜃𝑇  ranges from 90° in the 
low frequency to -180° in the high frequency. Compared with conventional control, 
the phase shift variation is reduced, so the system is more stable. 
But still, in the low frequency range, the impedance interaction also introduce 90 
degree phase shift, which introduced negative effect on the system stability. This 
phase shift is introduced by the front source converter, so the front to end 



































Fig. 6-11  Input impedance bode plots of constant power load converter with  the impedance 
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6.4. FRONT TO END IMPEDANCE CONTROL  
Conventional solutions only focus on the adjustment of single converter [106,107], 
but low frequency phase shift still exist. Therefore this chapter proposed the 
concept of front-to-end impedance control. The proposed concept aims to modify 
not only the impedance of end load converter, but also the front source converter. 
Both the impedance of sub converters, towards the dc link, behave as resistive 
impedance in the low frequency range, then the phase shift in low frequency 
becomes 0. At the same time, the reference power flow can also be guaranteed. The 
control scheme is shown in Fig. 6-12.  
As shown Fig. 6-12, two impedance controllers are respectively implemented in the 
source and load sub system. In the source converter, conventional PI controller is 
replaced by a proportional impedance controller, and the power reference is shared 
between the load converter with the source converter. 𝑃∗ is responsible for  
controlling the transferred power, and the front-to-end impedance controllers 
regulate the intermediate dc link voltage. Therefore the constant power flow and 
rated dc link voltage still can be maintained. Even the impedance controllers are 
proportional, zero steady state error can still be achieved, because the front-to-end 
structure, which has be described in Chapter 5.  
The front and end impedance controllers are designed with proportional value to 
make the front output impedance and end input impedance both resistive. For the 
load sub system, the end impedance controller 𝐾𝑍𝐿  should be greater than the rated 
DC-link input current, as (4.29), because this can ensure the resistive impedance of 
load subsystem.  The 𝐾𝑍𝐿  is selected with 3-5 times of the rated DC-link input 
































Fig. 6-12  Control scheme of front-to-end impedance controller 
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source sub system, the front impedance controller is designed with the maximum 
value within the stability area, because DAB output impedance is the smaller the 














  (6.21) 
With resistive low frequency output and input impedance, 𝜃𝑜 = 0 and 𝜃𝑖𝑛 = 0, so 
the low frequency phase shift of minor loop gain (𝜃𝑇) in is 0. The filters remain the 
same, so 𝜃𝑇 in the high frequency part remains 180°.  
The compared phase shift of minor loop gain 𝜃𝑇 are shown in the following table. 
As shown, the high frequency impedance phase shift is the same 180°, because they 
have the same output filter. In the low frequency range,   conventional control 
introduces -270° phase shift, and it can be reduced to 90° or -90° in the adjustment 
method of single converter, but in the proposed front to end impedance control 
method, the low frequency phase shift is 0°, meaning that there is no phase shift. 
Therefore the system in the proposed control is more stable than previous 
conditions.   
Table 6-1 Simulation Parameters for Bidirectional interface converter 
Control method Impedance feature 







Inductive output impedance 
and 
Negative input impedance) 
-270° 180° 
Setting constant power 
converter as a source 
Resistive output impedance 
and 
inductive input impedance 
-90° 180° 
Single impedance 
controller on the constant 
power converter 
Inductive output impedance 
and 




Resistive output impedance 
and 
Resistive input impedance 
 
0° 180° 
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6.5. DEMONSTRATION IN THE INTERFACE CONVERTER 









Fig. 6-13  Topology of the cascaded converters system 
In this part, the front to end impedance control method will be demonstrated in the 
following topology, as shown in Fig. 6-13, interface converter between dc active 
distribution network and the power grid. 
The compared control methods afore mentioned are shown in Fig. 6-14. Fig. 6-14 (a) 
shows the conventional control, in which DAB controls the DC-link voltage and 
inverter controls the power, so DAB low frequency output impedance is inductive, 
and inverter input impedance is negative. DAB output impedance and inverter input 
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(c) Coordinative front-to-end impedance control 
Fig. 6-14  Control block diagram under different control methods 
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A simple way to set the constant power converter as the source converter is to 
change the power flow direction in conventional control, which is verified in 
Chapter 3. Relevant impedance modelling can also be checked in Chapter 3. 
The coordinate front-to-end impedance control is shown in Fig. 6-14 (c). Previous 
PI controller in the voltage loop is replaced by the impedance controller, and power 
reference feed forward path is also introduced. The inverter input impedance is the 
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  (6.22) 












   (6.23) 
Viewed from the dc link voltage, the bode plots of DAB and inverter impedance in 
afore mentioned control methods are shown in Fig. 6-15.  
Fig. 6-15 (a) shows the impedance of conventional control in forward power flow. 
As shown, inverter input impedance is negative in the low frequency range, and 
inductive in high frequency part; DAB output impedance is inductive in the low 
frequency range, and capacitive in the high frequency range. In reversed power 
flow, inverter output impedance is resistive in the low frequency range.  The plotted 
curves match the predicted analysis well. Fig. 6-15 (b) shows the impedance bode 
plots with an impedance controller implemented on the inverter, and it shows that 
inverter input impedance is resistive in the low frequency range, and inductive in 
high frequency range, which is much different from that the conventional control in 
Fig. 6-15 (a). 
Fig. 6-15(c) shows bode plots of the proposed coordinative front-to-end impedance 
control, where both the DAB and inverter present resistive impedance to the dc link 
voltage within the low frequency range, and the high frequency range impedances 
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(d) Coordinative front-to-end impedance control 
Fig. 6-15  Bode plots of output and input impedance in different control methods 
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(a)Conventional control - forward power flow  (b) Conventional control - reverse power flow 
  































































(c)Inverter with Impedance control                  (d) Coordinate front-to-end impedance control  
Fig. 6-16  Minor loop gain Nyquist plots with different control methods 
Fig. 6-16 shows the Nyquist plots under different control methods, in which, DAB 
voltage controller gain in Fig. 6-14 (a), (b) and impedance controller in Fig. 6-14 (c) 
reduces from 1.2pu to 0.07pu, because this can increase the impedance of the DAB 
converter, meaning that the DAB converter becomes weaker, which will deteriorate 
the system stability, therefore the stability difference will be appear. 
As shown in Fig. 6-16 (a), in forward power flow of conventional control, when 
increasing DAB output impedance, the Nyqusit plot of minor loop gain are 
approaching the unstable point (-1,0), indicating that the stability tends to be 
unstable.  
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In Fig.6-16 (b), when the power flow is reversed, the Nyquist plots still stay away 
from the unstable point (-1,0), meaning that under the same condition, the system is 
still stable in reversed power flow. So system stability in reversed power flow is 
more stable than that in forward power flow.  
In Fig.6-16 (c), with the implementation of impedance controller on the inverter, it 
can be seen that the system also stay away from the unstable point (-1, 0).  While in 
Fig.6-16 (d), in the coordinate front-to-end implementation control, the Nyqusit not 
only stay away from the unstable point, but also remain within the unit circle, 
meaning that the system is more stable than previous 3 control methods[108]. 
In the coordinate front-to-end impedance control, the impedance interaction is more 
decoupled, therefore the cascaded interface converter is more stable. 
6.5.2. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION 
6.5.2.1 Simulation 
Fig. 6-17 shows the measured impedances of DAB and inverter under the proposed 
coordinate front-to-end impedance control. As shown in Fig. 6-17 (a), the DAB 
output impedance is resistive in the low frequency range, and capacitive in the high 
frequency range. The measured results match the predicted curves well. In Fig. 6-17 
(b), the inverter input impedance is also resistive in the low frequency, and goes to 
inductive in the high frequency. The measured results match the predicted results 
well. 
In following simulation, the power reference is a periodic step-changing signal, 
between -5kW and 5kW. The DAB voltage controller and impedance controller are 
intentionally reduced to deteriorate the stability.  
Fig. 6-18 shows the bidirectional simulation results of conventional control. As 
shown, in conventional control, with inductive output impedance and negative input 
impedance, there are significant oscillations in both DAB and inverter power 
outputs and the dc link voltage. But when the power flow is reversed, -5kW, with 
the resistive output impedance and inductive input impedance, the oscillations are 
much smaller, and system becomes stable quickly. So this can verify that under the 
same condition, with resistive output impedance and inductive impedance, system 
is more stable than that in the inductive output impedance with negative input 
impedance. 















































































(b)End inverter input impedance 



















































Fig. 6-18  Bidirectional simulation results of conventional control  



















































Fig. 6-19  Bidirectional simulation results of conventional control and single impedance 
controller 
Fig. 6-19 shows the simulation results of the conventional control and the single 
impedance controller method. As shown, before 1.8s, the control is conventional 
control, and after 1.8s, single impedance control method is activated. With the 
implementation of impedance controller on inverter, inverter low frequency 
impedance is resistive to the dc link voltage. It can be seen that the adding of 
impedance controller make the oscillation much less than conventional control.  It 
proves that with inductive output impedance and resistive input impedance, system 
stability is better than inductive output impedance with negative input impedance. 
And also the impedance control on the negative impedance converter can make the 
inverter present resistive low frequency impedance to dc link voltage, added that 
DAB impedance remains inductive and inverter impedance remains resistive in 
both forward and reversed power flow, so this control more suitable for 
bidirectional application than conventional control. 
Fig. 6-20 shows the simulation results of single impedance control and the proposed 
front-to-end impedance control.  The two control methods are tested under the same 
condition. The DAB voltage controller is a PI controller in conventional control and 
P controller in the proposed control, where the proportional parameters are the same. 
As shown, single impedance controller is used before 1.4s, and after 1.4s, the 
proposed coordinate front-to-end impedance control is activated. As shown, the 
proposed control can make the power output of DAB and inverter track the 
reference more quickly, and the dc link voltage is also more stable than single 
impedance controller method.   
The simulation results show that: In conventional cascaded connection, the 
impedance combination of inductive source output impedance and negative load 
input impedance will introduce instability factor to the system. The method that 
changes the impedance combination to resistive output impedance with inductive 
input impedance or inductive output impedance with resistive input impedance can 



















































Fig. 6-20  Bidirectional simulation results of single and double impedance controller 
improve the system stability. The proposed front-to-end impedance control can 
improve the system stability one step further, since the output impedance and input 
impedance are both resistive. 
6.5.2.2 Experiment 
In the experiment, the power reference wave is a periodic square waves stepping 
between 400W and -400W. In the experiment, the DAB voltage controllers and 
DAB impedance controllers (𝐾𝑍−𝑠 ) are intentionally reduced to deteriorate the 
system stability.  The experiment results are shown in following figures.  
Fig. 6-21 shows the experimental results of conventional control. As shown, when 
the power output is 400W, the oscillations and dynamic performance is much worse 








Fig. 6-21  Experiment results of conventional control 
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Fig. 6-23  Bidirectional control of single impedance controller and double impedance 
controller 
and inductive input impedance, system will be more stable than that of inductive 
output impedance with negative input impedance. 
Fig. 6-22 shows the experiment results of conventional control and single 
impedance controller method. As shown, with the implementation of single 
impedance controller on the inverter, oscillations in both forward power flow and 
reversed power flow is more damped than conventional control. The impedance 
controller changes the negative input impedance to resistive impedance, and this 
can make the system more stable.   
Fig. 6-23 shows the comparing results between single impedance controller and the 
proposed front-to-end impedance controller. As shown, under the same condition, 
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in the proposed front-to-end impedance control, dynamics of DAB and inverter 
power output are much better than single impedance controller method, indicating. 
that under the same condition, the proposed control is more stable than the single 
impedance controller method. 
So conclusion can be drawn that, in the proposed front-to-end impedance control, 
the system is more stable than conventional control and single impedance controller 
method, because the source converter output impedance and load converter input 
impedance are both resistive in the low frequency range, which introduces 
minimum impedance phase shift to the cascaded system.  
6.6. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter analyses the impedance interaction in cascaded converter systems, and 
it shows that using the constant power converter as the source can get rid of the low 
frequency negative impedance, which can make the system more stable, but it is 
only suitable for unidirectional power flow. An impedance controller can be 
implemented for the CPL converter, and it can change the negative impedance of 
CPL converter to resistive, which can greatly decouple the impedance interaction in 
both the power flow directions.  
The front-to-end impedance control method is proposed, and it can drive the output 
impedance of source converter in low frequency part from inductive to resistive, as 
well as drive the input impedance of constant load converter from negative to 
resistive, thus the impedance interaction can be decoupled one step further. The 
conclusions have been analyzed with Nyquist plots, as well as bode plots. 
Simulation and experiment results are also offered to prove the correctness of the 
conclusion.  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND 
OUTLOOK 
7.1. CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, control methods for the cascaded interface converter of dc 
active distribution network have been investigated and explored. This dissertation 
offers the following works to improve the performance of the interface converter: 
 Active power and dc link voltage coordinative control. The coordinative 
control employs the inverter and DAB to share the responsibilities of dc 
link voltage control and power output regulation. It can reduce the dc 
link voltage fluctuations and provides more effectively damping with 
better stability. Therefore the required volume of dc link capacitors can 
be decreased, and the stress on the switching components can be 
reduced.  
 The bidirectional impedance interactions in cascaded converter have 
been analyzed. Without changing control schemes, different power flow 
direction gives rise to different impedance interaction. Generally, the 
interaction is less stable when a voltage-controlled sub converter 
supports a power-controlled elementary converter. This sensitive 
interaction must be considered when designing control schemes for 
bidirectional applications of the cascaded converter. In unidirectional 
power flow application, the source converter and load converters should 
preferably be power- and voltage-controlled, respectively, since they 
give rise to a more stable and robust impedance interaction.  
 The impedance controller can be implemented to cooperate the 
impedance of CPL converter to get rid of the low frequency negative 
impedance, improving the cascaded system stability. The 
implementation of impedance controller on constant power load 
converter can make the impedance interaction more similar between 
forward and reversed power flow, and gives the cascaded system more 
robust and stable feature. So in the occasion of constant power 
converter, the impedance control method can be considered to improve 
the system stability. 
 A coordinated-proportional control scheme for cascaded converter has 
been proposed in this dissertation. Different from conventional scheme, 
DC-link voltage regulation only needs a proportional controller, but 
capable with zero steady-state error. Therefore overall system type is 
reduced, contributing with faster dynamic, more decoupling 
characteristic. Moreover, the proposed control helps to spread 
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oscillatory stresses between cascaded sub converters, hence avoiding 
the single point of failure associated with the conventional scheme.  
 Setting the constant power converter as the source can get rid of the low 
frequency negative impedance, making the system more stable, but it is 
only suitable for unidirectional power flow. The impedance controller 
for the CPL converter can change the negative impedance of CPL 
converter to resistive, greatly decoupling the impedance interaction in 
both the power flow directions. But still there is space for improvement, 
so that the concept of coordinative front-to-end impedance control 
method is proposed in this dissertation, and it can drive the source 
converter low frequency output impedance from inductive to resistive, 
as well as drive the input impedance of constant load converter from 
negative to resistive, thus can decouple the impedance interaction one 
step further and contribute to a more stable cascaded system than before. 
7.2. OUTLOOK 
In this thesis cascaded interface converter control methods were discussed and 
evaluated. Further research would go on in two aspects: one is that, the individual 
control of a single converter would be investigated in a more detailed way to 
optimize the impedance behavior, being friendly to the utility grid, and the other 
would go to investigate the impedance stability in a multi converter system in the 
distribution system. 
The following points for future research are presented: 
 Effective modelling and connection analysis between the power flow 
character and the impedance stability of power electronic devices, and 
improvement methods for power electronic converters with flexible power 
processing ability. 
 Implementation of the impedance theory. Flexibly and creatively apply it 
in the multi-terminal network system. Methods for characterizing the 
network impedance will be investigated for forecasting the performance of 
the network. Then accordingly control methods will be developed for 
improving the system performance. The active element in the network will 
be key considerations, such as the distributed generations, energy storage 
systems, and controllable loads.    
 Creation of energy hub in distribution level of power network. The 
bidirectional multi terminal power conversion system, as the energy hub 
system. The internal stability representing the stability of the energy hub 
itself, and the external stability is to be friendly and supportive to the main 
utility grid. The capability of the energy hub will be investigated for the 
compensation of the vulnerable and inertia less character of the renewable 
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energy based generations. Generally, the energy hub is capable to parent 
and promote its connected green power based element, such as the PV 
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APPENDIX A:  
Controller Parameters 
Parameter Value 
DAB power loop, 𝐾𝑃−𝐷𝐴𝐵 0.0001 
DAB power loop, 𝐾𝑖−𝐷𝐴𝐵 0.0105 
DAB switching frequency 10 kHz 
DAB control bandwidth 1884 rad/s 
Inverter current loop, 𝐾𝑃−𝑖𝑛𝑣 20 
Inverter current loop, 𝐾𝑖−𝑖𝑛𝑣 500 
Inverter switching frequency 10 kHz 




DAB  input voltage 400V 
Dc link voltage 800V 
DAB leakage inductance  200uH 
DAB switching frequency 10k Hz 
Inverter inductor filter 3mH 
AC grid voltage 311V(phase) 
Inverter switching frequency 10 kHz 
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APPENDIX B:  
Experiment Parameters  
Parameter Value 
DC voltage (V1) 130V 
DC link voltage (V2) 400V 
Ratio for DAB Transformer 1:3 
Transformer leakage inductor 200uH 
Middle DC Capacitors 300uF 
AC voltage (Vgrid) 150V 
Inductor of LC filter 3mH 
Inductor between Inverter and grid 3mH 
Switching Frequency 10kHz 
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